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INTRODUCTION

With the Roosevelt Ahaiinistration still a reality

rather than an historical fact, it is with great difficulty

that ecKjtionalism can be avoided in an atteiqpt to study it»

The policies of this Administration have been such a dis

tinct departure from what we Americans have heretofore

considered to be the function of government in economic

matters that we must readjiist our thinking to accommodate

such changes. This should not be consid0re4 an insuimount-

able difficulty. Every age has been faced with change and

motion, but to accept an unscholarly approach for this

reason is to admit that no scholarly approach to any prob

lem is possible. Even though certain feelings of this kind

enter into this discussion, benefits may come from an

attoj^t at rationalism. Some individual in the future may

be able to gather together the facts to bring landerstending

of these events.

In a study of this kind it is necessary to exercise

care not to read too much into phrases and statements which

were intended only for rhetorical emphasis, and not to

eliminate as unli^ortant thoughts which though not con

stantly stressed were nevertheless Implied by the evidence.

#



The task Is not only to Inteipret material but also to

weigh points without regard to stress or ©irphasis,

The problem is made difficult because of the possibili-

ties of differences between the task of the economic

theorist in his precision-made world of assusi^tions and that

of the economic policy maker in his world controlled by

political machinery. Both seek to achieve Increased

economic activity as a means of Improving the well-being

of the people. When it is said that the economic theor

ist is in a precision-made world of assun^jtions, it is

meant that the theorist may control his variable factors -

by stating that these factors are static, whereas, the

policy maker is presented with an economic problem which

is difficult because it involves a multitude of variable

causes. In this kind of a problem the policy maker turns

to the theorist not only for the answer of the problem,

but also for a definition of the problem itself. In this

situation the theorist must reexamine his assua^jtions to

adjust them more closely to reality.

Some theorists say thateconomists if they are scien

tific need not distinguish between the socially desirable

and undesirable activities as that would put economics into

the field of ethics which is not its field. The policy

maker must not only decide upon a policy which will work,

but one which will bring socially desirable results.



W« should remeaber that "in time of extreme social

strain there may be real merit to a solution—•even one with

bad after effects—which will bridge the crisis."^ While

theorists talk about the long run point of view, most

policy makers are talking about the immediate results, ka

Mr. Keynes has said in the long run we will all be dead.

It is necessary then to consider the short run as well as

the long run point of view. That does not mean that the

long run should ziot be considered at all.

These observations are particularly applicable to the

Administration of President Roosevelt. Since his Inaug-

ixration, he has made constant use of emergency to obtain

these short run solutions. The use of emergency does not

release a politician from his responsibility to the elec

torate that government should foster the increased effect

iveness of the economic system. Even if the politician

pleads emergency, the policies which he Initiates must have

a hypothesis concerning the econoay.

It is not the purpose of this study to examine the

personality of President Roosevelt except where such

scrutiny involves the economics of the policies tQ be dis

cussed, The purpose is to analyze what are alleged to be

cross purposes of certain economic policies of the

^Jacob Viner, "The Short View and the Long View of
Economic Policy American Economic Review. (March 1940),

p. 8.



Roosevelt Administration during its first term in office,

I  When it is said that the policies of the Roosevelt
Adialnistration are working at cross puiposes, it is not pre

supposed that previous administrations are being white

washed as to inconsistencies in their economic policies.

Nor should it be taken as an unqualified condemnation of

President Roosevelt for after all he is a politician whose

principal fault is that he xmderestlmates the breadth and

in^ortance of economics as a science. When he has felt

that certain of his economic advisors have disagreed with

his ®coiBtaon-sense" decisions on economic matters, he has

turned from them to equally eminent men in the field who

would ardently support the desired point of view, This is

Illustrated by the following statement of a well known

economisti

The failure of the economist to speak as
with one voice is a severe trial for the officials,
I suspect, however, that they would find us
(college professors) even more trying if, when
unpalatable advice was offered by one economist,
they could not feel that there is a good chance
that with a little search another economist
could be foxmd, happy to swear that the advice
which had been given was incredibly bad econo3aics,
or even was "orthodox" or "sound" economics which
are now very forceful epithets indeed in some high
quarters,^

If cross purposes are shown to exist in those fields

where experimentation has been taking place, experimentation

^iner, op, clt,, p, 3,



ahould not be criticised* The experiments should be close

ly scrutinized. This study offers no criticism of incon- \

sistency which comes from experimentation. It does criti- \

else inconsistency wdiich arises firom almlessness. The

President has frequently accepted or proposed policies

which are diametrically opposed to each other as an expres

sion of ills faith in experimentation. This is shown in

many statements.

We knew that we should have to face unreasonable )
speculation as we actually did later on in June and
Jxily (1933), We knew that there would be ups and
downs, but that in keeping the objectives constantly
in mind, and by using many methods and measures, we
could at least make an honest effort to reach the
goal»l

There have been inconsistencies of method,
inconsistencies caused by ceaseless effort to find
ways to solve problems for the future as well as for
the presoit. These inconsistencies are bom of
insufficient knowledge, but through them all there
is also a consistency and a continuity of broad
purpose 5 ♦ • .'through the form of a larger social
Justice,®

I do not deny that we may make mistakes of
procedure as we carry out the policy of not return
ing to the pro 1933 conditions^®

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, On Our Way (New Yorki Tha
John Day Coai)any, 1934), p, 6'^

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, The Public Papers and Addreaa-
68 of Franklin D. RooseveltJ(New Yorkt kandom House, ISSS),
p« XX»" "

3
Roosevelt, On Our Way, op. cit,, p. 78,Roosevelt,
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Bhat la the basia for hla experimentation. Mistakes

once recognizei are accepted and adioittedj a new experiiaent

supersedes the old. For this kind of activity President

Roosevelt deserves no criticism; he knew of no well charted

course which he could follow. He said:

I have no' syi^athy with the economists who
insist that things must run their course and that
human agencies can have no influence on economic
ills. One reason is that I happen to know that
economists have changed their definitions of
economic laws every five or ten years for a very
long time,, but I do have faith in the strength
of common purpose and in the strength of unified
action taken by American people,!

A biographer asserts that without having thought things ^

through himself he is willing to condemn the thinking of

economists generally and spring into action in spite of

their protests.

Just as Roosevelt had all his life passed from
one eaqjeriment to another, \mchained by any theory,
and brought up on the land, had learned to make and
alter his decisions by first hand perception,
idiolly a child of the present, unencumbered by
philosophies and dogmas so now he demands in
opposition to the insistence of Hoover • , * • $
a time of persistent experimentation • , • «'

His distrust of a specific systom, his
belief in the mutability of political method
bespeaks his character to such a degree that he
has at t imes been branded by his opponents as an
opportunist; he assuredly does not consider the
word offeiisive.S

Roosevelt, >  cit,, p, 154,

^Emll Liidwig, Franklin D. Roosevelt (Hew York: The
Viking Press, 1938), pp. 160-161. (Italics mine.)



This study will differ from many of the President's

opponents; it does mt consider opportunism vmdeslrable if

the ezperimenta are purposeful, but if there is willingness

to experiment without an adequate bachsround and understand

ing of the hypothesis on which the experiment is being made#

opporttmisa is to be considered economioally unsound.

If cross purposes can be founds there will be a clue

to the reason for the failure of prosperity and full em->

ployment to return before 1937, Any atteapt to change the

economic order must develop new economic institutions. To

try to us© the same weapons which were xmsucceasful in pre

venting depression without changing some of the other con

ditions will likely result in failure.

The whole study rests on the asauaption that people

will react to economic needs as rational human beings. If

the complete individualist of the type of Mahatma Qandhi

is dominent In the world, this study will have no validity

because economics is In that case subordinated to fanati

cism.

It is quite possible for two completely divergent

theories to be logically defended by economic arguments.

This is done by building different sets of assumptions for

each of the theories. These basic assumptions may be

contradictory and yet each support or be desirous of the

same ends. If a man were to accept both sets of



assungptions, it must to® said that his thinking is at cross

purposes with itself, or that he does not think the problem

through to realize the clash philosophies within those

assu]i^tions»

This is sharply divergent from President Roosevelt's

ideas about the development of thought# He has expressed

the idea that differences of opinion arise out of differ

ences in men. He is searching for syntheses by experi

mental methods.

To him a political question is the difference
of opinion between two men and he feels that he
can solve a question by bringing both men together
and getting them to shake hands and stop arguing.*

The differences between the Roosevelt adherents and

the Roosevelt critics which are not based on purely politi

cal party grounds,^ are based on definitions. If people

could mean the same things when they use the same words

and started from the same assumptions differences as to

governmental policy would be leas acute.

Economists also suffer from the same difficulties as

has here been attributed to the general population. They

allow their assun^Jtlons *hlch are not closely related to

Raymond Moley, "Mixing, Not Blending", Newsweek,
XI (January 11, 1958), p. 44.

^My father was a Republican (or Democrat), my grand
father was a Republican (or Democrat), and, therefore, I
am a Roosevelt-hating (or loging) Republican (or Democrat),



to reality to divert their thinking on practical policies.

This is clearly stated by a proainent economist when he re

ferred to policy makers in their study of economicss

Instead of the ecoiiomy of effective coxapetition,
of freedom of individual initiative, or equality
of economic opportunity, of steady and full errploy-
ment, pictured in the traditional theory^ accepted .
by most economists , they see an economy domin
ated by giant corporations in almost every field
outside agriculture, an economy marked by great
concentrations of wealth and econoraic power, and
great disparity of income and of little oppor
tunity for bettterment. They note the apparently
unexiding flow of evidence from investigating com
mittees and courts of fla^^rant misuse of concen
trated economic power. They observe the world
so, they refuse to accept as useful for their
purposes a type of econoiaic theory which as they
read it either Ignores these evils or treats them
as tenqporary, self-correcting aberations or ex
crescences of what is basically sound economic
ays-com. ̂

This does not mean, however, that we should throw out,

lock, stock and barrel, the traditional economic thought.

There would be lost habits of mind and analytical tools

which are essential if evils are to be properly identified,

and their proper causes found, and if remedies are to bo

found which may not prove to b« worse than the ills for

which they are suggested.

In apologies for the Administration many statements

are made which accept the experimentation but do not seek

to find a hypothesis upon which the experiments are being

%iner, op. cit., p. 10.



conducted. When an experiment has no such hypothesis, it

becomes aimless activity. Closely associated with this kind

of thinking is the Hitler motto of action for action's sake.

That there is almlessness in the Roosevelt program was sug

gested by a recent v/rlter who said, "we can but little know

into what direction the New Deal will be driven by its inner

complexities and by its inability to solve its problems."

Doctrinaires have had an especially difficult
time in understanding the New Deal, and their efforts
to explain it have usually only added to the general
confusion. The New Deal is not a doctrine, nor a
system, but the result of the mingling of doctrines,
ideas, influences, political groups and pressures.
Mr. Roosevelt is not only not a doctrinaire but he
has a profound distrust of doctrinaire conc-eptions.
He has imagination, novel ideas, sometimes imprac
tical ideas. But his thinking is chiefly in terms
of objectives, rather than creeds, immutable prin
ciples and other forma of aystematizec or revealed
knowledge.2

One of the most ic^portant but least stressed facts

pertinent to a discussion of Roosevelt policies is that our

econoE^r bas broken into many segments; one, an area of free

competition, another, one of monopolistic co^etition, a

third, one of monopoly, and fourth, an area of super-com

petition. Each presents special problems and requires

special controls. It is implied by this kind of reasoning

Louis M. Hacker, A Short His tor;
(New York: F. H. Crofts and Company,

of the New Deal

L934}, p. 112.

^Ernest K. Lindley, Halfway with Roosevelt (New
York: The Viking Press, 1936J, p. 36.



that apeolal lagislation It attciad for thett little inde-

pendent oconosjlc aystera#, Domlnantly our econotngf la charac-

terited by finance oapltalim* If lave are patted which

are bated upon aesBiontatlon and which apply speclfioally

to a particular aes£»ent« tliia reasoning would be correct!

no real cross purpott would exltt« But if the law it

bated on one ae^paont of the eoonoc(7 and enforced t^n

other eegjaentet a croee purpoae beooaoe etrlkinc*^

With President fitooeevelt't star In the atc«Klanqy

the aaneuvert of oertain individuals to be identified with

the bandwagon led to the forsiation of a group whose attach*

arant to the President was on the baait of hit modem

liberal iaa«

Bmest K# Lindley^ the beet historian of the
Roosevelt regime to date has pointed out th&t,

Rooeevelt did not recruit his professional
advisers to provide him with a point of vlee| he
drew thm to him becauee their point of view was
akin to his own«" This is perfectly true. It
is also true that Mr* Roosevelt developed hie
political philosophy l<a:ig before the dspression
began and long before he met any meafoers of his
brain trust ( • • • • ) Cand thkt] long before

iThis kind of reasoning might well result la a ration
alisation of the position of the Roosevelt Administration
on many economic policies. At the start of this atidy tlie
writer had thought tluit such a point of view was valid^
but further study has developed the fact that the Admini
stration has applied its laws indescrlainatoly to all
bualneas oivanlzations whether thoy have had highly elas
tic demands or inelastic ones or whether the business
concerns were local or national in scope.



the preaidentlal caii5)aign of 1932, Mr, Roosevelt
had emerged as the leading Democratic exponent
of a modern liberalism of which the kernel was
readiness to use the power of political govern
ment to redress the balance of the economic world.^

There is not the slightest evidence that
Roosevelt saw the fundamental conflict between his
New Deal and the beliefs of the older Democrats,
the basic incongruities of his own program and
Hull's Adam Smith economics.^

The contradictions of the basic assun5)tions which

constitute free coBi)etition as against those of monopol

istic competition are fxindamental to an understanding of

the econojoic justification for many of the political poli

cies to be discussed,®

Raymond Moley, ̂ ter Seven Years (New York; Haiper
Brothers, 1939), p,

^Ibid.. p. 112.

®The teimis monopolistic competition and imperfect
coiqpetition are used interchangeably for the purposes of
this study.

The list of basic assumptions upon which some of the
discussions of political policies are to be found in Meade
and Hitch, An Introdactlon to Economic Analysis; in Mrs.
Joan Robinson, The Econoniics of Imperfect Competition; and
in Edward Chaaiberlain. The Theory of Monopolistic Compe
tition. In the discussion of price rigidity these con-
cepts become very ixiportant for when these firms are faced
with an adverse roarket situation they are not forced as it
was thought that they would be to continue to produce up
to capacity. These concerns produce at less than capacity
and charge higher prices than would be warranted by com
petitive market conditions.



"TRUST BUSTINa" AMD "TRUST BOOSTIHO" 1

Classification of the major economic policies into

"trust busting" or "tmjist boosting" is useful if ei^hasis is

placed on their operational results. Protagonists of both

have a common ideal—getting more of the desirable things

of life for all citizens.

Since almost all the authorities and statistical

studies have agreed without exception that concentration is

relatively con5)lete,^ that basic fact need not be argued.

Differences in opinion arise concerning the type of control

proposed by policy makers. In the past the difference has

been between control and non-control. The thinking of all

groups, except the extreme conservatives, is now beyond

that point. This has also been the chief point upon which

liberal thinkers of the country have divided—some argu

ing that control should be based on size of the particular

enterprise. They argue that large business enterprises are

not jmvQ efficient than smaller ones. Even if they are

more efficient there will be cocpensatlng features which

Per the sake of emphasis these colloquial terms have
been used. These two terms are so expressive of the idea
which is being developed that it was felt that their use
was justified,

^A, A, Berle and Gardiner C, Means, The Modem Coirp-
oration and Private Property



will result from their destruction which will more than

justify such action. Others have said that the seeds of

large scale industry and huge corporations were in the busi

ness organization from the time of the industrial revolu

tion; that it is the very nature of capitalism to grow

toward greater size because only huge corporate enter

prises can secure the efficiency of large scale production

and consequently decreasing costs. They oppose atoinization»

Combined with these liberals to form a group which

encourages trustification of industry is a small handful

of people who say that laissez-faire is dead^ or never '

existed, that the system of competition is bankrupt, and

that competition never did produce the desired results.

This group believes in self-government in industry.

Such divergent ideas must of necessity lead to dif

ferent political proposalsI It will be found that the

policies proposed tend to follow one or the other of two

lines—making bigger business unit's or "making little ones

out of big ones". Surely no person can approve both

philosophies without being guilty of inconsistent thinking.

Since the early months of his presidency Franklin D,

Roosevelt has implied, at least by emphasis on certain

points in his speeches, that he was of the opinion that

business should be given an opportunity to show by its



bigness that it could solve the depression problem. Ho

maintained that}

The 80 called antitrust laws were intended to
prevent the creation of monopolies and to forbid
unreasonable profits to these monopolies. That
purpose of the antitrust laws must be continued,
but these laws were never meant to encourage the
kind of xmfair cousjetition that results in long
hours, starvation wages, and oveii)roduction,l

The N, R. A. is a great cooperative movement
throughout all industry in order to obtain wide
reeniployBient, to shorten the working week, to
pay a decent wage for the shorter week and to
prevent unfair coa^etition and disastrous over
production,

Eaployers cannot do this singly or even in
organizational groups because such action in
creases costs and thus permits cut-throat under
selling by selfish coE^petitors unwilling to Join
in such public spirited ©ideavor.^

It can be seen from this attitude that the presi-„

dent's acceptance of the principle of "trust boosting"

was dependent upon its doing what the antitrust laws were

supposed to have done—bettered the living conditions of

the American people.

The encouragement of big business was to have pro

tected the American people from overproduction. The lay

man accepts the explanation that overproduction exists

when there is an accumulation of stocks for which there ,

Ipranklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit.,
II, p. 165,

^Ibid,, II, p, 205, sec, 59, May 17, 1933, This was
the approval message on the Rational Industrial Recovery
Act,



are apparently no buyers. He may overlook the fact that

the system of capitalism, where accumulated savings allow an

increase in the roundaboutness of production, is based upon

the use of this reserve of accumlated stocks.

The President has his own interpretation of the concept

of overproductionj

It can be safely said that not one industry
in the United States was not suffering from over
production or its counteiTpart underconsun^jtlon,
or destmctive competition, or unfair trade
practices, or the lack of any comprehensive plan
ning.

It would be possible that with the coopera
tion of business men and employees imder govern
mental supervision to eliminate some of the fac
tors of rapid deflation,1

This could be definec as "absolute® overproduction.

The remedy would be reduction of output. In reality

overproduction is actually relative. It should be in

creased rather than decreased. The reduction of stirpluses

because of the concept of absolute ovei*production Is unwar

ranted, Relative overproduction need not be a problem.

The economy would operate more smoothly with a chanfje in

the distl?lbu tion of society's income to pr ovide scienti

fically for the needs for investment purposes and a more

equitable adjustment of the shares of each factor of

%ranklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. cit.
II, p, 207, sec, 59, May 17, 1953, '



production so that income would more nearly approximate the

ability to consume.

Mr. Roosevelt may not have realized the position into

which his statements were forcing him. The following por

tion of a speech is typical;

It is wholly wrong to call measures that we
are taking government control of farming, control
of industry, and control of transportation. It
is rather a partnership between government and
Industry, government and farming, and transpor
tation, not a partnership in profits, for profits
still go to the citizens, but rather a partner
ship of planning and a partnership to see that
the plans are carried out.l

Mr. Moley says that when asked whether he realized

that this philosophy was a tremendous step away from

"the philosophy of equalitarianism and laiasea-faire",

Mr. Roosevelt answered, "If that philosophy hadn't been

bankrupt Herbert Hoover would be sitting here now, I

never felt surer of anything in my life than I do of the

soiindness of this passage?.^

This concept of a partnership between govemnent and

business is based on the asanmption that business tends to

get out of balance because of the economic abuses growing

out of conditions of monopolistic coa^jetition. "Kie gov

ernment has heretofore not been willing to recognize this

%aymond Moley, After Seven Years (H«w York; Harpers
Brothers, 1939), p. 189,

^F. D. Roosevelt, On Our Way, (New York; John Day
Company, 1934), p. 76.



fact and has therefore proceeded to do virtually nothing,

maintaining that competition would automatically adjust

production to the needs of consiimption, and the institution

of price would make that adjustment without interference*

The present administration accepted the idea that the in

efficient production units, whether they go through bank

ruptcy or not, continue to produce after eliminating

equity portions of ownership, and then force the rest of the

production xmits into bankruptcy or into cut-throat coai-

petition*

There is some hazy thinking here* Throughout the

discussion, there has been the assumption that adjustments

did not take place because of the monopolistic character

of business Institutions, Then from monopoly it junked

to free competition after the equity had been eliminated

or reduced* It would seem that the price policy of

monopolistic competition would continue to hold prices up

and there would be no cut-throat competition in those

industries where such control exists. The elimination of
V

the cut-throat conpetitlon became one of the chief pur

poses of administration policy. Mr. Moley said thatj

There was need not only for an extention of
the government's regulatory power to prevent econ
omic abuses (stock market regulatlbn, child labor
abolition, etc.) but the controls to stiaailato
and stabilize economic activity. The regulation
was not far from the concepts of Theodore Hoosevslt



and Woodrow Wilson as a curb on special privilege
and econoiaic power, but the controls carried us
pretty far from ancient moorixigs»l

The President expressed himself in a similar veins

We are getting in the place of unchecked
competition some new government controls, the
purpose of wMch is to free business and not to
shackle it,®

These controls to curb special privilege which the

advocates of "trust boosting" thought was fostered by

competition, were to be developed by cooperative effort*

They would allow business interests to "write their own

ticket" in order to stabilize industry and systematize

control over production.

These were experiments (jiational Recovery
Administration, and Agricultural Adjustment Ac^,
not in restriction, but in planning,®

The stabilization and control of production settled

for the businessman the long standing grievancesthat over

production was placing him in a buyers* market. If there

can be introduced into the market situation a scarcity,

then business can be made more profitable and prosperous.

Prices can be raised to the point where profits can be

maximized since the control over supply is in the hands of

the businessman himself in theil^sence of coo^petitlon.

^Raymond Moley. After Seven Years, op, cit., p, 16,

'Franklin D, Roosevelt, > ££• 2ll** P* 101,

Raymond Moley, After Seven Years, op. cit,, p, 16,



This reduotloa la supply was first accoii^llshsd by th« usa

of tha trade association whose purpose was not only to

raise prices and reduce production but to prevent new f inas

from entering tiie market. Tills combination in restraint

of trade was called by the high sounding title of "self-

rule in industry" even before the Roosevelt Administration,

The planning of society was thus turned over to the busi

ness units of the country which iajjlied that the country

was entering a stage of mturitj and that in order for the

system to operate at all businessmen would have to feel

their way along, correcting abuses as they developed.

The President expressed the opinion that "today

equality of opportunity no longer exists as we knew it.

Our industrial plant is built. We expanded far beyond

our national and normal growth in an effort to rebuild the

ravages of war,"^ As long as he retainer this idea it is

little wonder that he could talk about an era of abundance

and assert that

.....clearly this calls for a reappraisal of
values. A mere builder of more industrial plants,
a creator of more railway systems, an organizer
of more corporations, is as likely to be a danger
as a help. The day of the great promoter or the
finahcial titan, to whom we granted everything
if only he would build or develop, is over.

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Looking Forward (Hew Torkt
John Day Cospany, 1933), p, 2BT

^Ibid,, p. 32,



In other words, the era when in^rovement of technological

processes were needed is over and now it is intended to

fit the productive forces into a pattern of production to

equal that part of the present deaaand which will cover the

costs of some of the aubmarginal producers. It is to be

feared that such a process will hanqper technological im-

proveaaient and preserve obsolete and Inefficient undertaking tk

This is especially true when entry into the field is re

stricted by license to be issued by a government which

looks upon changes in existing relationships as a sabotage

of the economic system,

TMs is the beginning of a static society. There have

been added two ideas: one is the idea of security^ and the

other, taken from the Middle Ages, is that of the "just"

price. In our integrated society just price and security

will freeze class relationships and suspend progress.

This was what the people wanted, Roosevelt tholight, be

cause "people want stability and security in their econo

my so that they will know from day to day, from year to

year, that the future is not going to turn them into

•I 1
objects of charity".

He hoped that the results from this conception would

be a fixed standard of living. Perhaps it would be a

Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
?, pp, 464-465, sec, 167, October 13, 1936,



declining one, because ea5)hasis is upon balance and not

upon progress.

Ho eiJ5>loyer or group of employers less than
all in a simple trade could do this alone and con
tinue to live in business competition. But if all
en5>lo7ers in each trade nov/ band themselves together
faithfully in these loodem guilds—without exception—
and agree to act together and at once, none will
be hurt and millions of workers, so long deprived
of the right to earn their bread in the sweat of
their labor can again raise their heads,^

The picture of a static society in which the indlvl-

diaals who are in their proper positions are assured a place,

(az3d it may be assumed that the business man is assured

of his profit lien against the goods of society whether he

performs his function efficiently or not), is idyllic for

those who are in a favorable position and would like to

be perpetuated there by the activity of the government.

But what is to become of those people who are vinfortunate

enough to be bom outside the static society or to the

individual who builds a ̂ better mouse trap"? In the Mid

dle Ages these people were outcasts, frowned upon by both

church and state (guilds themselves). To freeze our so

ciety is to fix standards of living already low and offer

in exchange for opportxmlty the ability to grub the earth

with no new economic weapons or no new capital organiza

tions, and with the eventual loss,perhaps, of even those

^iiErauiiklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers , op, clt,,
II, p, 252, sec, 81, June 16, 19^5, (Its'lics mine, y ' '



techniques used today. As our society becomes even inore

rigid there will be greater tendency to use less and less

machinery, for if working with present capital equipment

■unen^loyment results, then less machinery would give Jobs

to all, and security of sorts to the population. This

security will result in a poverty of the peasantry in a

static society, which would make the charity of a progres

sive society look like riches. In the effort to freese

society, the president explained that

—D The N, R, A, represents a supreme effort to
/  stabilize for all time the many factors which

make for prosperity of the nation, and the
preservation of American standards.

Its goal is the assuryicea of a reasonable ^
profit to Industry anlil living wages to labor with
the elimination of the piratical methods and
practices which have not only harassed honest
business but also contributed to the ills of
labor.*

As this suggests, the problem was the elimination

of conpetition so tiiat a static society could be achieved

by assviring profits to the business community and by

raising money wages (not necessarily real wages) of labor.

This is directly ootmter to the basic theory of the Ameri

can economy of the past which is to increase product

ivity and lower prices.

franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
II, pp. 246-247, sec, 78, Jtine 16, 1953, note, (Italics
mine).



fbt toifimt for the ©verproduotion of society which has

resulted from oTor-e^ppansiou, If it ©xiata at all, may be

the result of other causes than competitionj perhaps the

result of the war inflation which made possible Imge saviagi

and investments in plants on ttie basis of financial manipu**

latlon, or it my be the result of the policy of foreign

loans in the twenties, made possible, toy the purchase of

teoricaa goods by foreigners. It seems that entirely too

much emphasis has been placed upon the o«»^titlve factor

when it has in reality been case of lesser importance,

The reduction of ccmipetition as a mthod of adjfuet-

ing plant capacity to demand has led to the passage of the

Corporate i^nkraptcy Act of 1034, which is one of the least

publicised but most important influences upon the corporate

structure and upon tare movsmnt for trust encouragement.

The Act, brmdly speaking, enables es^rrassed corporations

to reorganise their fiwncial structure without formally

declaring themselves bankrupt. "The courts are given power

to enforce schemes of reorganisation after approval of only

two-thirds of the creditors, or even a^inst the wishes of

the smijorlty of any class of creditors if the court finds

that the interests of that class are adequately safeguarded#"^

^Econmist (X«ondon) Bdltors. Hew Deal (Hew forkt Alfred
lopf, imf), p# 45.

'i . '■ iid»e^tSS2fc^kil.r;Sr ■



This is a method of restricting the liquidation of larger

corporate enterprises. It has become a strong support to

the "trust boosting" movement because corporations are

allowed to carry on business activity Icaig after their ef-

ficency is gone. The primary purpose was to atop the defla

tion, but the result was to aid the merger movement.

This proposal like others of the New Deal indicates a

rejection by the Administration of the traditional philo

sophy that if America could once mre become a nation of

small proprietors we should have solved the problem of

American life.

It was believed that any atteirpt to atomize
big business would destroy America's greatest
contribution to a higher standard of living
for its citizenry—the development of mass pro
duction, V/e recognized that competition as such
was not inherently virtuous; that competition
created as many abuses as it prevented,^

The task was then to educate business by government

action. Recognition of this purpose was essential.

The Tennessee Valley Authority is a step
in that direction; it is an attempt to eliminate
waste, withdraw certain poor land from cultivation
and encourage the development of local industi'iea,
thus balancing further the principle of a better
balanced national life,®

Ifilaymond Mo ley. After Seven Years, op, cit,, p, 17,

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit.,
III, p, 11, sec, 1, January 3, 1934,



The power con^anlee have been given an educa
tion by the government by the use of the yard
sticki they buy the products (refrigerators, stoves,
and other electrical appliances as well as transform
ers and electrical power supplies) at cost and show
the community that it can produce and sell a great
deal more power still showing a profit which the
private companies can do if they will follow this
principle*!

For the businessman to separate long run from short

run views it was of the utmost importance that government

by its action should set in motion activitLoi which would

enable the long and short run purpose to be alike* But

there should be

Ko effort to circumscribe the scope of
private initiative so long as the rules of fair
play are observed* There would be no obstacle
to incentive of reasonable and legitimate private
profits* T* V. A* has been able to prosecute its
program of large scale planning more effectively
and more toward its goal of strengthening rather „
than weakening local institutions and initiative*^

Prank examination of the profit system in the
spring of 1933 showed it to be in collapse, but
everybody in the United States, public officers
and private citizens, rich and poor, were deter
mined to save it.3

Franklin D* Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit*,
III, p* 473, sec, 186, June 23, 1934*

^Ibid,* II, p. 127*

'Ibid.* II, p* 5*

S



The Idea was slxaplj for the eroployer to
hire more men to do the existing work by reduc
ing the number of hours in each man's working
week ̂ d at the same tiae paying a living wage to
both, ̂

The President can mean but one of two things by such

statements. Either industj^ is exploiting the workers

enough so that it could be saddled with the added en^loy-

ment and continue to show a fair and reasonable profit with*

out raising prices; or the payment of higher money wages

would be an additional labor cost which would be added to

the commodity prices. As to the first there is no evidence

that excess profitableness has been characteristic. As

to the second it would seem that although there is a higher

money wage, the living conditions would be less satisfac*

tory because of higher prices. The result can be nothing

more than a share-the-work project which the President

has scored others for sviggestlng.

That he recognized the precariousnesa of his position

wae evident by his statement on prices t

If we now Inflate prices as fast and as far as
we increase wages, the whole project will be set at
naught. We cannot hope for the full effect of this
plan vinless in the first critical months and even
at the expense of full initial profits we defer
price increases as long as possible. If we can
thus start a strong, sound, upward spiral of busi
ness activity, our industries will have little doubt

ipranklln D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
XX, p, 8,



of black ink operations in tho last quarter
of the year, 2.

It may be said that the President^# faith in "tmist

boosting" was based upon a faith in the ability of the

businessman to operate for the general welfare. This was

to be accoi:iq)lished by the reduction of surpluses, the

establishment of a balanced static society, the partner

ship of government and business, elimination of cospetition^

and a reduction in technological productive in5)rovement.

Though appearaaces thus far seem to indicate that the

President's thinking has been almost entirely with the

advocates of "trust boosting", he has made as many state

ments, sponsored and supported government statutes, which

place him in the school of the "trust busters"• This

support has gone so far at times that it has been an atozo-

isation of business enterprises which seeiss to be desired*

Th® President has asserted that the power of business

elements which are strong politically as well as economi

cally must be reduced.

Many persons urged that refoimis should cease,
feeling that further reforms might Jeopardize
continued recovery. They still were iinable to
realize that permanent recovery was ia^ossible
without eradication of the economic and social
maladjustments which permitted wealth and
prosperity to accumulate and concentrate in
control of a few, wliile fully a third of our

2-Pranklin D* Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
II, p* 256, sec. 31, June 16,



population continued \inable to provide themselves
and their families with decent food, clothing and
shelter*

The most vociferous opponents of reform in
this small minority who are against reforms, were
actuated not by conscientious aprehension about
further recovery, but by realization that their own
economic control and power, which they enjoyed dur
ing the so-called boom era, were being destroyed*
Through speculative use of other people's money,
through exploitation of labor which could not
bargain on equal terms, through unrestrained power
to manipulate coi^orate securities, finances and
devices, this handful of men had been able to build
up economic erg)ires for themselves, which not only
controlled the labor, prosperity and lives of
thousands of their fellow citizens but in some cases
even dominatea the processes of government.!

y' These abuses by the economic "empire builders" has

led the President to question whether the monopolistic

types of control which were reducing production were in the

interest of the comiBunity*

Spreading out of opportunity does not consist
of robbing Peter to pay Paul. We are concerned
with more than mere addition and subtraction; we
are concerned with multiplication also—multi
plication of wealth through cooperative action,
wealth in which all can share*^

As he says this, the President adxaits that self-

government in industry and the monopolistic type of control

are short run attitudes and that when the long run period

is taken, tlie businessman cannot do the planning*

!pranklin D* Roosevelt, Public Papers* op. cit*,
II, p. 5, introduction*

^Ibld., III, p. 374, sec. 144, July 16, 1934.



"It la not enoxigh merely to stabilize," to lend
money. It is essential to increase purchaains
power in order that ̂ oods may be sold. There must
be people capable of buying goods in order that
goods be manufactured and sold, ?/hen the time
comes, under oxir new leadership these a&m men,
using their economic to serve political ends, who
now make threats will be found doing business at
the same old stand as usual.^

The problem revolves itself about these men, who are

accused of irresponsibly misusing the powers of the economic

system, and who will be in position to do so again under the

new leadership of the Hew Deal, The important part of

reform is the spirit in which they are initiated and the

ability to keep them from the selfish scheminga of enemies»

When President Roosevelt admits that these maa will be at

the %ame old stand," he is predicting the defeat of those

reforms which are to be instituted for the benefit of the

group.

The aasua?)tlon indicated in the foregoing material

illvuBtrated that economic society can be mside more effec**

tlve by increasing productivity and by keeping those indi

viduals who are in a position to monopolize the market from

doing so,. Thez^ will result increased trade, rising stan

dards of living and disappearance of the problem of increas

ed national income and even unemployment. It is such

reasoning which must be adopted in order to Justify the

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, oo. cit..
I, p, 847, sec. 148, October '^'l, 193'S,



President"s attacks on large buslneaa interests, viz.,

attacks on "econojaic royalists", driving the money lenders

out of the tenqple, and the application of the Securities

The Securities Act is a manifestation of the idea that

if security sales can be controlled, the large corporation

itself can be controlled, if not restricted, from organi

zation. The corporation must enter the security market

both for new capital and refunding operations. It will be

necessary to prove to a government agent that the security

contains no fraudulent aspects and if the corporation is

a public utility proof will consist of an actual need for

the security to the public as well as to the corporation.

It has been suggested that for practical purposes the act

adds such restrictions that business organizations will bo

extremely careful about financing any new large scale or

ganizations because of the increased responsibility of the •

corporate officers and because of the uneasiness which re—

stilts from the thought that it is inpoasible to know whether

the Administration is friendly or unfriendly to such large

scale organizations.

Because the holding coB^any was considered an unmixed

evil, "there has been a movement to discourage the com

plication of corporate structures by means of holding . -



coa5>anles»"^

^  Rooaevelt always directs his attack against "accumu*

lation of money, against the big corporation, in which eveiy

shareholder should have the right to test eveiry contract,

while he denounces the holding con?)any sin5)ly as a form of

business enterprise which lends itself to secrecy, mis

management and fraud,

The coiporate form whereby many driblets of capical

are gathered together into large accumulations for invest

ment and the evidences of ownership are widely held through

certificates has practically destroyed the function of the

entrepreneur in the economy, K Entrepreneurship has become

so widely diffused that effective control has been concen

trated in the hands of persons only indirectly interested in

production. They are interested in production only as a

means of influencing the values of equities in which they

trade, rather than as a means of satisfying hupan needs

fully, and In measured balanced proportions, ̂

With this backgroimd, the Public Utilities Act of

1955 was passed in which a utility holding coii^)any is de

fined as one directly or indirectly holding more than ten

percent of the voting stock of a gas or electric coi!5)any.

^Economist, op. clt,, p, 46,

^Emil Ludwig, Roosevelt ©p, cit,, p. 159,
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All such coi|)anle8 miBt register with the Securities and

IDxchangd Commission. This act irs^oses on these coiqpanies

the following* no securities are to be issued in the fu

ture except equity stock; no fresh properties are to be

acquired without permission; contracts with subsidiary

plants for services are subject to control (to prevent

milking); holding companies may not borrow from sub

sidiaries; and the coiapany must keep accounts in speci

fied fomui. But this is not all. 2^e Securities and

Exchange Commission is directed to bring about a simpli

fication of corporate structure by eliminating all hold

ing cor4)anies beyond the second degree, one holding com

pany only over an operating subsidiary, and to dissolve all

holding companies except those whose properties form a

geographical and economically integrated system^^ Since it
is necessary to prove to the Commission that the system

requires a holding coijg>any of geographic integration, this

is the famous "death sentence of the Holding Company Act."

It is difficult to conceive a more definite "trust

busting" law than this one. The President is not satis

fied with attacking merely public utility holding coapan-^
ies, as the basis for this "trust busting" caapaign, but

/

he adds regulation of stock exchanges as to margins and^

methods of operations. /



President Roosevelt while discussing the H, R# A,

■hows his doubts as to the wisdom of letting tmists develop

tmder the guise of code authorities. He said that:

Two great worries are: (1) that the operation
of some of the N. R. A* codes may work out in such
a way that big business will be benefited to the
detrltTient of little business, and (2) that some
Industries believe the Shexmian Antitrust Laws te
be dead,*

Of course the real victims of monopolies are
always the consumers wiio are forced to pay exces*
slve prices unless~bhe Government Itself protects
them,^

This Is true not only In natural or manipulated mono

polies but also In government sponsored monopolies—where

the principle of self-rule In Industry was given to the

monopolist. It Is believed In some circles that no price

inflation Is possible so long as vast uneng^loyed resour

ces of men and machines can be drawn upon to produce an

ever Increasing output of g^ods and services, "So long

as there is unused capacity every increase In deitiand Is

matched by an Increase In supply. Thus any Incipient price

Is held in check. There can be no general price Infla

tion until scarcity conditions, owing to full eaa^loyment,

become general over at least a considerable range of

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, clt,,
II, p, 550, sec, 194, December 29, 1933,

^Ibld,, III, p, 56, sec, 11, January 30, 1934, note.



Industry."! Monopoly la by definition the right to mani

pulate price through the control over supply, and since

the demand schedule is the result of psychological factors

as well as ability to buy, it is conceivable that a govern

ment fostered aronopoly, unless production were pushed to

the greatest technological efficiency by positive govern

ment action, will result in higher prices and consimier

exploitation.

Actually the great change in thinking about cou^jetl-

V' tion was the result of collusive bidding on government

contracts, but the President still leaves a pathway open

for retreat, if necessary.

We hope by these means^ to restore con^jeti-
tion on government bids and incidentally as a re
sult of that, in a very large number of actual
prices to private consumers, and at the s arae time
we hope to prevent unfair trade practices,5

It has been traditional for business to
urgently ask the government to put at private
disposal all kinds of governmental assistance,
but not governmental con^etition with private
enterprise,^

^Alvin Hansen, Full Recovery or Stagnation (Hew Torks
W, W, Norton aiid CoB5)any, 1938), p, 299,

^If bidders will quote prices to a government agency
not more than fifteen percent below Ms filed price with the
code authority and if other members of the code believe that
the lower bid is made possible by xmfair trade practices
they have the right to conplain to the Administrator of In
dustrial Recovery who sliall therev^on make a finding whether
the coaplaint is Justified or not,

Spranklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, on, cit,.
p. 328-329, sec, 119, -Tune 29,

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Looking Forward, op. cit.. p.25.



Basically the idea of laissez-faire is that free com

petition or its approxlmtion is the most efficient method

of producing goods. However, if business is allowed free

dom and the competitive control is eliminated, the actions

of that freedom of industry becomes a cc»nbination in re

straint of trade* Competition required each producer to be

as efficient as possible, and drove the inefficient pro

ducer out of the market* Ihe older trust busting concept

was that without this control, self-government became a

conspiracy in restraint of trade. In President Roosevelt's

appeal for support he said:

I share the President's (Hoover) conplaint
against regimentation, but inxlike him, I dislike
it not only when it is carried on by an informal
group, an unofficial group amounting to an econ
omic government of the United States, but also
when it is done by the government of the United
States itself* 1

/  This does not mean that the President believes that

individualism and regimentation are antithetical. For he

believes that the economic and industrial system is made for

individual men and women and not men and women for the

benefit of the state.

The individual has a right to full liberty
of action to make the most of himself, but this
does not mean that in the name of individualism
a few powerful interests should be allowed to
make industrial cannon fodder of the lives of ' :

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit*.
I, p* 680, sec* 133, August 20, 1932*



one-half the population,.^

With this beginning, the search for exaiaples of old-fash

ioned trust busting is coii5)aratively easy.

Above all we have fought to break the deadly
grip which monopoly has in the past been able to
fasten on the business of the nation.

The concentration of wealth and power in an
al 1-eaibracing corporation does not represent pri
vate enterprise as we, Americans, cherish it
and propose to foster it; on the contrary, it
represents private enterprise which has become
a kind of private government, a power unto itself--
a regimentation ofother people's lives.

This concentration is not more efficient
industrially nor from the point of view of the
average investor is it important, nor from that
of the independent business man.

The struggle against private monopoly la a
struggle for and not against American business. It
is a struggle to preserve individual enterprise and
economic freedom,®

)( There has been no attea^t to separate the control

from the concentration of wealth and monopoly but evidently

there is a split in the thinking because so long as the

monopolies were cooperative ventures in planning there

seemed to be some advantage in President Roosevelt's mind

over monopolies of the kind rSferred to here:

Clear sighted men saw with fear the danger that
opportunity would no longer be equalf/that the
growing corporation, like the feudal baron of old
might threaten the economic freedom of individuals
to earn a living, In that hour our anti-trust
legislation was born. Since it was impossible to
turn back the clock to destroy the large

franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
I, p, 680, sec, 133, August 20, 1932,

^Ibid., V, p. 487-488, sec. 176, October 14, 1936,
(Italics mine,}



corporation, and to return to the time whan
every man owned his individual small business,
Theodore Roosevelt developed the idea of the
good and bad trusts, together with the rule
of reason.X

The difference between the good and bad trust was that

one piHsduced in a relatively elastic demand market and the

other produced for a relatively inelastic one. The elas

tic demand schedule lowered prices and inereased output

to maximize profits while the inelastic one raised prices

and restricted production; , p6is the rule of reason sound
like that which President Roosevelt supported when he as

serted that all monopolies raise prices and exploit the con

sumer? Perhaps the President has gone even further back in

his thinking than Theodore Roosevelt in the era of 'trust

busting."

One comment should be made before leaving this sub

ject. Althoiigh the producer is in a highly elastic market,

a monopolistic position will allow him to produce less and

the prices will be higher than would be the case were comh.

petitlon to dominate the scene.

Baldly stated, the President declares that we must

protect the small business man from destruction by 1

business although he may be less efficient than big

p. 26.
■Franklin D, Roosevelt, Looking Forward, op. cit.,



business because these people are a large end articulate

segment of the population. The protection of the small

business man from the advantages of large scale production

has become a creed Just as previously the Mmlnlstratlon

had advocated the policy of protecting the large Industries

from the ravages of free coD5)etition.

Some people urged me to let nature take Its i
course and continue a policy of doing nothing. \
I rejected that advice because nature was in an \
angry mood.

iiad this advice been followed, there would
have been througliout the nation, a concentration
of property ownership In the hands of one or two
percent of the population, a concentration un-
equaled in any nation since the days of the late
Roman Entire.

The program set out to protect the small
business man, small corporation, small shop
keeper and the small Iridlvldual from a wave of
deflation that was threatening them. We
realized that the vast arn;y of small business
zaanand factory owners and shop owners together
with farmers and workers—form the backbone of

American llfe.^

There still remains In this discussion the undistri

buted profits tax and the increased Inheritance taxes which

were administration-sponsored bills definitely of the "trust

busting variety. "

The desire to provide security for oneself
and one's family Is natural and wholesome, but
It Is adequately served by reasonable inheritance.
Great accumulations of wealth cannot be Justified

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. clt.,
V, pp. 403-404, sec. 44, October 1, 1956. Tltables mine.)



on the basis of personal and family security. In
the last analysis such accumulations amount to the
perpetuation of great and undesirable concentration
of control in a relatively few Individuals over
easployment, and welfare of many others.

The fact that the President thought that this was a

method of making little ones out of big ones is enough

for purpose. As a matter of fact such taxes really con

centrate control because as a result of the liquidation some

individual gains control over the industry by a forced sale

arrangement»

The undistributed profits tax was suggested by Presi

dent Roosevelt as a measure to supplement the loss of lncos»

from A. A. A. processing taxes which were outlawed by the

Supreme Court. The deeper significance of such a tax on

the corporate structure was that it laade almost impossible

the plowing back of earnings into the industry. The cor

poration would pay out the profits Instead of keeping re

serves and sDuld thus be forced out into the market place

for additional funds. In this way the government could

not only prevent over development of industrial plant but

could actually limit the size of plant by setting the

exengjtiona from taxes on undistributed profits at such a

figure that small concerns could grow from within and large

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. cit,. IV.
p. 272, sec. 83, June 19, 193i>. tItalics mine.)



conceits could not grow at all if funds were especially hard

to obtain*

Some individ\ial8 might say that President Roosevelt

has fallen from grace only, by supporting the merger move

ment* Even this lame explanation is not correct, for in

addition to the National Recovery Act he heartily sanc

tioned the passage of the Bankruptcy Act, the establish

ment of monopolistic controls of the oil and coal indus

tries, and the bill giving the American farmer an opportun

ity to reduce his surpluses*

The President further condemns the economic royalists

of our order v/ho iiave conceded that political freedom was

the business of the Government, but they have maintained

that economic slavery was nobody's business.

Today we stand conmitted to the proposition
that freedom is no half and half affalrj if the
average citizen is guaranteed equal .opportxmity
in the polling place, he mxst have equal oppor
tunity in the market place*1 ^
Whatever fears may be had as to excess Capacity relate

entirely to the capacity of the relatively few of the small

privileged class which is able to command under our present

system of distribution a disproportionate share of the

goods produced by our economic system* If we attejqpted to

supply on such a plane to everybody in our society we would

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. clt* *
V, pp* 233-234, sec* 79, June ^7, 1936.



be faced with a condition of \jnder»production and deficient

capacity and the need for seeking better organizations and

newer production techniques. For that reason

It becomes the chief concern of the economic
statesman to discover and remedy the shortcomings
which are such serious i ipedlments to productivity
under current methods of economic organization and
control,1

It is then the duty of organizational control of in-

dustiT' not to foster monopoly# but to make possible# by

redistribution of the claims upon the national income,

the increased purchasing power of the vast masses of the

American people# while at the same time# protecting the

formation of capital to assure replacements and for gen

eral progress in increased technology for an ever rising

standard of livii^.

The creation and maintenance of collective monopolies

amounts to short run endeavors to establish partial equi

libria whose futures are determined by the profit making

interests of oz^anized groups and In which no heed is takan

of the conditions tinder which the whole economic system

may be placed and maintained on equilibrium. Rigid prices

(enforced upon consumers over long periods of time# when

what is needed is highly flexible prices for the restoring

1  ̂Harold G, Moulton, Income and Rconomic Progress, op.
cit.# p. 11.



of the price structure) are sys^toias of the functioning of

these collective laonopolies.

The greater the price rigidity maint^ained in the basic

industries in which the collective TOnopolies operate when

the forces of adjustment are working for a general decline

in prices, the greater is the likelihood of falling prices

in the elastic demands. It is foolish to believe that dis

turbances in the general equilibrium can be cured by adven

tures into establishing partial equilibria limited to de

finite markets.

That the New Deal fostered the growth of monopolies as

defined by the Sherman Anti-trust Act was suggested by the

results that prices were rigid or rising, and that en:g)loy-

ment had is^roved scarcely at all. After the National

Recovery Review Board had examined the code authorities of

a number of industries, it came to the conclusion that "the

N, R, A, was fostering monopoly and suppressing the small

business man, industrialists, and distributors; that

certain codes were openly being administered by monopoly

interests; and that prices to consumers were at the mercy

of monopoly control,"^

-!

■^•Louls Hackett, A,Short History of New Deal, op, cit,,
p. 113,



In the Darrow report on the N« E. A« the statement was

made that "a niiaher of leading industries, if not all, were

controlled by the representatives of the larger firms favor

ing and producing conditions of monopoly and seriously

injuring small business men#"^

Ibe principle of the just price had not worked because

the industrial, agricultural, and laboring classes were not

able to stay in equilibrium and industry was seeking to be

free from governmental interference in order to push the

process of monopoly to its logical conclusion by the elim

ination of small business enterprises and the maintenance

of price control.

c^It may be that there is an inherent causal relation

ship between the decline in growth (stable population, in

tensified investment needs, and the lack of investment

opportunities) and the decline in competition. However, to

replace coii?)etitlon by self-governing monopolies is to

assist the process which leads to decay of civilization.

/' \J Thus it can be seen that President Rposevelt has
straddled the fence on the question of the merger movement

end"tlrust bus ting "throughout the first term of his

"'■p. R, Pairchild and others, A Description of the
Hew Deal (Hew Yorki The MacMlllan CompanyVKevised, 1935),



eulminlatratlon. Therefore w© may safely say that many of

the New Deal policies^ are evidences of "trust boosting."

These are at cross purposes with other New Deal policies^

which have been simultaneously enacted to assist in "trust

busting."

This entire process has proved to be an unplanned

dMve to action rather than a logical drive toward a plan

which will bring happiness, work, and a higher standaixi of

liv'f^r to American citiaons.

National Industrial Recovery Act, Agricultural Ad
justment Act, Oil Regulation Act, Ouffy Coal Ac!; (all pro
duct restriction actions), the idea of a profit lien, the
Tennessee Valley Authority and the Bankruptcy Act,

^Corporate Securities Act, anti-trust prosecutions,
demands for coiqpetition on government bids, increased
production to put people back to work (government induced
increases in purchasing power with stable prices), pro
tection of small business man (from advantages of large
scale production, and the social ends of the xuidistributed
profits tax and increased inheritance taxes).



CHAPTER II

A CLOSED ECOHOMr AHD THE PROMOTION

OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Economic discussions have long struggled with th«

advantages and disadvantages of a freely trading world# It

has been traditional for orthodox economists (those who

believed in the classical tradition, and the law of com

parative advantage) to stress, with much merit, the free

trade argximents# In a changing world a number of problems

have arisen which are not accounted for in these argiiments#

The first is that, in spite of sound economics, many nations

are pursuing policies of self-sufficiency# A change in

trade policies usually causes periods of maladjustment and

iinenployment and the ultimate result is a lower standard

of living in all countries# The second problem is that

most imjdern nations have used the same technological back

ground for the development of their industries. It has

been said that as

Experience accumulates it is proven that modern
processes of mass production can be performed in
moat covmtries and climates with almost equal ef
ficiency# Moreover with greater wealth, both
primary and manufactured products play a relatively
small part in the national economy compared to
houses, personal services, and local amenities,
which are not equally available for international



exchanges; with the result that a moderate Increase
in the real cost of primary and manufactured pro
ducts consequent on greater national self-suffi
ciency amy cease to be of serious consequence when

; ■ weighted in the balance against advantages of a
different kind,l

Third, tdiere international trade has world wide signif

icance and national boundaries hau^per such trade, there is

a tendency for nations to fear being cut off from sources

of cupply of goods in. time of war. Fourth, there seems

to be some question as to just why a nation should con

tinue to export its soil fertility and the health of Its

labor to some other country, especially where important

segments of the world econoriy are breaking away into self-

sufficient units and making inci-eaaingly grave economic

problems of unei!g)loyment and poverty for the country which

has so expanded its px^^ductive resources to fill the needs

of its neighbors who now refuse to buy its products because

of some perverted sense of patriotism*

In the first chapter it was shown that philosophically

Administration forces are not basically at rest in either of

the cajq;)s • Instead of rational reforms baaed upon direc

tional and purposeful thought^ the Administration might be

portrayed as a wolf licking its chops in^eclded which

1. Keynes, "latlonal Self-Sufficiency". Tale
Review, (n* a* XXII, June 1933), p, 760,



party to join and then turning In all directions at once.

It is obvious that where the development of international

trade is desirable there are two alternate aims of such a

program. The goal may be either an expected return of

goods greater than the quantity of goods shipped abroad;^

or, the increase in price in the home market where the

domestic production demands greater markets than are afford

ed at home,^

It la unnecessary here to discuss further the relative

merits of a closed economy or of international trade. It

is necessary to recognize that there are many supporting

points for either opinion. It is becoming increasingly

evident to many individuals that the importance of foreign

trade is primarily a moral weapon by which a particular

economic or political doctrine inay be shown as supplying

The greater return Is the result of the exchange by
which goods having a low utility are exchanged for goods
having a high utility. Thus both traders by exchanging
such low utility goods with each other are benefited,

^The aim for the program is one based upon a concept
of overproduction in the home market whereby producers
seek to dua^j excess products over national boundaries
at any price with no Sittsa^t to vinderstand or aid the mar
ket conditions there. This is necessary because the over
production will cause price to fall rapidly, so that costs
cannot be covered by the sale of the whole product in the
home market. If a slight reduction can be effected a
considerable price rise in the home market will result.



more nearly the neeas of people than some other doctrine

would do. It will probably remain so until some real inter

national organization is founded.

All t aese conflicting ideas have had their effect upon

President Roosevelt because he is a leader of the free

trade party and as such feels certain responsibilities to

those followers of his party. Also he has said many times

that the depressed condition of the American market was a

national problem and must be solved by national action

as opposed to BIr. Hoover's idea that the depressed condition

was an international problem and must be solved by joint

international action. "We (Mr. Roosevelt's adviser^^

proceeded on the asexm^Jtion that the causes of our ills were

domestic, internal, and that remedies would have to be

internal too. Older economists called us nationalists".^

A method of solving the national economic ills by a

program of price raising, money depreciation, production

restriction, and elimination of coj^etltion could easily

be overthrown if foreign goods could enter the American

market aiid disrupt the balance which was being built,.

Unless there were rigid foreign trade controls which would

eliminate surplus goods and yet in some way keep out fozv

eign goods, a closed domestic market and a free

Kgley. After Seven Years, op. cit., p. 16*



International aiarket are lncon?>atlble. It is the task here

to discover whether international trade was to be incidental

to the national econoaay or was to be a controlling factor

in the national econoisy* It is also the task to find whe*

ther a closed economy was being built. If we discover that

international trade is fundamental and that a closed econ-

on^ is being built^ we will have discovered cross purpose.

Since the agricultural market is the one which has

been most affected by the decrease in intemational trade,

it will be that phase of the American Econos^y which will

be used for illustrative purposes in this portion of the

stxady.

The farmer is ten years farther down the trail of de

pression than the industrialist because his depression

began directly after the first World War, His problem

began even before the war, when America was a debtor nation

and the surplus farm products were used to make the inter

est payments which every year were sent across to those

countries less richly endowed in natural resources. It was

possible during this era to raise a tariff on manufactured

goods without great retaliatory measures being taken against

the United States, The intemational trade relationships

were traditional and the righ resources were being paid to

the poor-resource countries^ possibly for value received.



The war infla.tlon caused the farmers to ov©r«expand

their productive resources. This was don© by trading on the

equity. Many famers went heavily into debt to feed Europe

and make a profit. The American manufacturers were sell

ing the crecltor nations of Europe anas and bullets which

were blown to bits on the battlefields. At the end of the

war, the United States was a net creditor nation, and the

farmers, debt laden©d, were over-expanded. As the demand

schedule shifted to the left for American agriculture, as

a result of the Eirropean, Canadian, and Australian areas

coming back into production, the inflated farm land prices

tuBdOled and farmers lost their holdings. Those who managed

to hang on were in debt and were required to pay their

nwrtgage debts and interest in "dear" money when they had

borrowea "cheap" money.

To add to the problem the interest payments in the f orm

of farm produce now went across the ocean only when some

one was willing to make a loan for the rebuilding of deva

stated European areas. Instead of farmers withdrawing from

production and equilibrium being reestablished, production

continued and even increased as the faimier struggled

against his individual flat demand schedule. The problem

of international trade did not become noticeable because

of huge foreign loans to European countries. These were in

the form of mchinery for the development of their own



industries, ultimately, as those loans stopped, interna

tional payraenta stopped, and international trade was at

a standstill.

,  . , , viewed wholly apart from the deht
question, the statement of Roosevelt's foreign
policy was of profound lisportance because it was
the first spectacular step Roosevelt took to dif
ferentiate his foreign policy from that of the
internationalists, it served notice on the League
advocates, the pro-sanctionists, and thosi who
desired a revival of foreign lending, that Roosevelt
was likely to be no Herbert Hoover or Henry Stimson
on foreign affairs. It was a warning that the New
Deal rejected the point of view of those who would
make us parties to a political and economic alliance
with England and France—policing the world, main
taining the international status quo, and seeking
to enforce peace throiigh threats of war.l

By contrast the free and easy international trade

situation and open economy required for such trade was

thought by some to be the only method of achieving and main*

taining world peace. A program wiiich rejects the policies

of an open economy and international trade must of neces

sity be nationalistic and closed.

Nationalistic policies are in their nature
aggressive and v/hen applied to an expanding econo
mic life, like ours, becomes a force that dis
rupts international relations and causes war. No
amount of planning could keep a policy of self-
containment within our political frontiers. It
would grow up and then insist on fighting; that
is its nature. The road to recovery is not in
the building of walls to keep ourselves in or to
keep foreigners out, it is not pilini^ up more

^Moley, After Seven Years, op, cit,, p. 78,



debta, it la not in curtailing agriculture and
Bianxifactuning and taxing excess production; rather
it ie releasing real creative power of man not
onlj in agriculture and manufacturing, but also
in finance and trade,^

Economically, the main drive of President Roosevelt eeems

to be to raise prices of commodities so that recovery

might be obtained. This is directly counter to all sug

gestions that in a low price area more of the returns go to

the people of the coaummity and thus that the economic good*

of society may be better distributed. articles have

been written ejqplaining that the reason for the length and

severity of the depression is price rigidity resulting from
t

monopolistic coB5>etition which has developed in the economy.

The notion that a stable price rate is necessary for a

stable economy persisted even after the twenties when the

United States had stable prices and the conditions of up

heaval were developing, to result in the crash of 1929»

It would be more nearly correct to say that prices shovad

reflect productivity and should be reduced with additions

to productivity. This will result automatically if a

closed economy does not operate, or if competitive forces

are allowed to act upon the price structure.

%. S, Culbertaon, "Wandering Between Two Worlds",
Annals of the American Academy of Social and Political
Sciences, CLXXIV (July i9iS4). p. 66.



It will be possible to discover tbat a closed econoiay

exists if the econoa^ is static. If it tries to insulate

itself from the rest of the world by subsidizing agriculture

to reduce surpluses and raise prices, a closed economy may

be said to be developing* Finally, if there is a steady

movement toward self-sufficiency by a monetary policy de

signed to dump goods and by raising the tariff, thus genera

ally to protect the American economy from disturbing ele

ments, it may be safely concluded that there is being made

an atteitpt to establish a closed economy*

Insulation by Subsidies. Surolua Reduction
rice Rais

The stibaidization of agriculture and industry by means

of the setting aside of the anti-trust laws so that industiy

by combined action could be reimbixrsed for its outlay of

cash for the higher wages and shorter hours which the

codes demanded, and by means of increased prices and parity

check payments to the farmer as a result of the A. A. A,

poiicyi

•  • • .will make possible the approach to a
national economic policy at home which will have
as its central features the fitting of production
programs to the actual probabilities of con8un?)tion.
At least the issue will no longer be confused by
iapossible hopes of selling in foreign markets which
cannot now pay for their products. There will no
longer be the excuse for overbuilding American indus
tries and they can begin the process of accoraodations



to markets on which they can count. This has been
too long delayed,1

In order that the American economy may do Its job

efficiently It is necessary that a decision be smde as to

whether the whole productive effort shall be attenqpted In

the domestic economy, whether this coimtry is to be an

agricultural e^qporting nation, or a manufactured goods ex

porting nation.

The commercial interests of the United States
must make up their minds that a high tariff policy
is IncoiEpatible with agricultural prosperity. Or
alternately, its consequence must be such a sub
sidization of agricultural products, such a monopoly
of the American home market as no financial capi
talism in the United States has been prepared to.
contemplate.

The inability of business men, once the period
of recovery had begun, to learn the obvious lesson
of their own Ineptitude is a measure of the degree
to which they had habit without philosophy. They
were prepared for salvation from Y/ashington when
their own interests were in jeopardy. Once these
were safe, they turned to a way of thought in which
Washington and salvation were antithetical terms,^

While the business man demanded that the anti-trust

laws be repealed, so that coiahlnations would not be Illegal,

he still felt that when government gave the farmers the

opportvinity to reduce his surplus in the same way, that

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Looking Forward, op, cit,, p,

^Harold J, Laski, " A Formula for Conservatives",
>er'3, CJLXXV (September 1937), p, 385,



regimentation and loss of free enterprise would result. This

was because there was self-government in industry; the re

duction of product came as an individual choice while the

quota of the farmer who was attea^jting the same thing was

a government choice.

The plan for agriculture moves in the direction of

limiting agricultural production to domestic demand, thereby

sacrificing the foreign markets upon which a prosperous

American agriciilture must necessarily depend. It has been

said that such reductions would not raise the standard of

living for the farmer because althoxigh he gets higher unit

cost he raises less and the prices of the things he buys

are increased so that actually the real income may decllne^p

On the farmer's income side this point of view would be

quite accurate if the demand schedule for farm products

an elasticity greater than unity; but then the farmer

would have no problem because he could reduce the price a

little and sell all his products. The farmer operates

on a demand schedule utoich has an elasticity of less than

\inity and thereby a small decrease in product should raise

the prices of farm products a good deal and increase the

farm income. This would tend to be offset by the higher

industrial prices, it is true, but a good portion of farm

expense is in fixed charges of interest and principal

repayment which an inflation of farm prices will help.



It ndght be also considered that the farmer's foreign mar

ket has already been lost and there la little opportunity

for a revival of that trade, unless the American people

again want to lend foreign goveivimonts money to b\iy Ameri

can farm products. This la even less practical than re

stricting farm production, "Conservation of the fertility

of the soil" has at least some rational basis, while gifts

of American fam products to foreign governments exploits

both the farm land and the consumer.

The idea of surplus reduction and price raising are

short run solutions to the problem of over-production. If

price of farm products is to be raised It must be by

a movement of the demand schedule to the right or the aub-

^rarglnal producers miist be withdrawn from production. This

Is a difficult problem for solution In the short run period

because there are already imeaployod people and any sub-

marginal workers who are taken out of production will only

add to that already grave problem, A movement of the demand

schedule to the right Is equally dlfflciilt to att6ii5>t by

government action. It Is much more satisfactory to reduce

surplus by a general reduction In output with both efficient

and Inefficient producers participating. If It can be at

all reasonably said that the raise In farm prices will cause

the re-araployment of workers, the layman will be easily con

vinced of the soundness of this policy. What Is not



ea^jhaslzed la that the price riae in farm products will

ca\ise a similar or greater price increase in industiral

products. The indistrualist has a greater control over the

market situation than the individual farmer.

The recovery program surrenders the official thesis,

long held, that foreign trade is the only outlet for sur

pluses, that such an outlet is possible, and that it must

be secured by all engines of the state in the field of

foreign relations. For this thesis it substitutes the

"proposition that domestic economy must be made to function

in such a way as to keep industry at a high tempo and ef

fect an efficient distribution of the fruits of industry

in the home market. This will lead to revolutionary ad

justment in foreign relations and foreign trade,

I think that the ultimate welfare of agri
culture is best served by a greater concentration
upon reduction of acreage and the raising of farm
prices to the end that domestic production would,
with the exception of cotton, be balanced more com
pletely with domestic consun5)tion,2^

We must in some way reduce suz^luses of staple
commodities that hang on the market} it should bo
our aim to add to the world prices of stable goods,
the amount of a reasonable tariff protection, to
give agriculture the same protection that industry
has today,3

^Charles A, Beard, The Future Comes (Hew Yorks The
MacMillan Con5>any, 1933), p, 162-163,

SRaymond Mo ley, ''Roosevelt and Tariffs", Canadian
Forum, XIV (May 1934), p, 292,

Spranklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
II, p, 101, sec, 29, April 3, 1933.



The restriction of production was only to be inpoaed

in 80 far as it was necessary to counteract the decline

in the export market. If foreign countries are so Insane

as to reject the preferred supply of cheap food, the ex

porting country can be excused if they too depart from

strict logic; one of the more general results of product

restriction is the tendency to push the country into econ

omic isolationism. We are subsidizing the growing of crops,

and other nations are not likely to permit the dumping

of American fans products at prices lower than they wore

sold for in the home market. While we refuse to is^ort

maniifactured goods from Europe, we cannot expect to sell

increased quantities of grain and meat products,^

But assuming that the prices of products in the United

States are not raised above level of world prices (and

price raising is definitely a part of the recovery program)

it would still be ingjossible to increase world trade,

\mless the United States is willing to iagjort. In European

countries, this is no problem for there is always dire

need and the grave problem is to es^jort enovigh so that the

goods which are easy to import can be paid for. The Amer

ican foreign trade experts foi^et that the reason for

trade is not that it is hard for us to produce what we need

Economist, London Editors, op, cit», p, 61,



but that production can be made more efficient by means of

trade* They have behind them a vast hinterland of untold

wealth and productive capacity. Yet these foreign trade

experts leam their lessons from the countries without

such a hinterland and then proceed to act as though there

were none in the United States.

For exaii^ley the bargaining power of the American pro-*

ducer is argued ad infinitum and yet the greatest bargain- ,

ing power the American manufacturer needs is the fact that

American foreign exchange is plentiful in foreign coun

tries. The attitude of Americar* should be buy and buy

while the products are cheap because soon those foreign

countries will be unable to sell to us at all and will there

fore refuse to sell to us.

In so far as an increase in money wages
is accoupanied by increasing prices, the ability
of American business to meet competition in
foreign markets is quite obviously ixi^saired, and
even though money prices show no Increase, the
negative aspect, that the bargaining power of
the American manufacturer would be lowered by
the higher wages since he could not reduce his
selling price with a view to expanding his
foreign sales.

On the other hand, a progressive lowering
of the prices of coimoditiea would strengthen
a nation's competitive position in foreign
markets. The greater the technical progress
and the lower the consequent selling price,
the greater will be the chance of expanding
foreign sales. Success In international com
petition will in the long run depend upon product- -
ion efficiency and not upon the level of money wages.

iHarold 3. Moulton, Income and Economic Progress (Wash
ington D.C. j The Brookings Institution, 193<t), p. 12S.
(Italics mine.)



The attitude which assumes that by cutting down the

production to the si^e of the domestic market for goodsj, has

cox*tain raiaifications which should be fully understood be

fore such action is taken* lArge scale production demands

wider markets in order that a sufficient amount of speciali

zation can take place. The domestic market cannot supply

sufficient demand. Our large scale plants will be f orced to

reduce their operations if the domestic demand does not

furnish sufficient scope for the specialization which the

plants are built to anticipate#

The partial equilibria which are established by

raising domestic price can have little effect upon world

conditions where the domestic production has been built up

behind the protection of a closed econon^, but where the

world economy sets the price for goods, an arbitrary rais

ing of prices but restricting production could vitqlly

affect the recovery of the world and react thus upon domes

tic recovery#

It will be necessary for the American government to

get other governments to take slcllar action in raising

prices, and this the administration has tried to do " by

putting the United States on a par with other nations.

Prices in the United States would be raised and it is

hoped that eventually the same thing would happen all over



the 190rid. Although, it might be possible that the lead-

era of some foreign countries had thought that recovery

would come as a resxilt of lowered prices, in that the prob

lem was one of price rigidity, the President does not even

consider their decision on the matter.

It was to get other countries to accept his recovery

program that led Roosevelt to ensphasize the fact that the

"International Economic Conference"must establish

order in place of the present chaos by a stabilizing
of currencies, which are freezing the flow of world
trade, and by international action to raise price
levels. It must suppieiaen€ individual domestic
programs for economic recovery by wise and considered
international action,2

CMce the principle of fair coK^jetition had been em

bodied in the codes, it was natural that the observation

of these rules should also be applied to marketing of

foreign goods in the United States, "It was therefore

deemed necessary to provide for the possibility of estab

lishing a level of fair coii5)etition subjecting foreign

manufacturers to the same amrketing rules which govern

American business,"3

^PranicllnD. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,. Ill
p, 158, sec, 41, April 13, IQ^il

2lbid,

^Bruno Burn, Codes, Cartels, Rational Planning (New
York: McGraw-Hi11 Sook Company, 1954}, p, 135,



Not only was It necessary for the American government

to step in and establish monopolistic controls for industry

and sericulture but it was necessary to accept the fact

that Insi'lation from the rest of the world was a penalty

which a country had to accept with the benefits which were

supposedly derived from such activity.

Insulation by Monetary Policy. Tariff.
And Self-Sufficiency

In order that the balance between production and con

sumption shall not be broken, it is necessary first that

surpluses be removed, either by restriction of product or

by dumping across national borders; second, that no

imports enter to destroy the balance. Goods which would

destroy the balance would be goods over which the admini

strative forces have no control. The duE5)ing of goods

might be aided by a fluctuating money policy. The price

structure must settle at some relative position with other

currencies, however, tea^orarily the favorable money position

would allow the Americans to reduce the surplus. To ef

fect this decrease

We began to purchase gold—forcing the dollar
down in relation to other moneys—and so the dollar
went down to where it was about five dollars to the

pound. And the dollar has remained there largely
because of the American purchase of gold.

The other result of maintaining the dollar-
pound and dollar-frsnc ratio as high as it has been
was our ability to get rid of(dump) many of our
export surpluses. Cotton has been moving out; of



course, you know that one of our objectives has
been to diminish the overhanging domestic stocks
•  « • * Our objective is to get rid of surpluses#^

The handling of the monetary situation has been in

the direction of more and more governmental control over

the movement and Issuance of money and credit# By the gold

policy. It Is evident that the President seeks to Insulate

the American econoa^ from what he termed "the accidents of

International trade." Since his domestic objective Is to

Insulate, other nations will have to follow similar poli

cies and If at some future tirse Interdependence Is desirable,

there will be the added lB5)edlrflents of economies relatively

Independent of each other having a difficult time synchron

izing again, with all the problems which result from the

developments of vested Interests by such actions. The at-

tex!g)t to "establish and maintain continuous control" of the

monetary system In the interest of stabilized domestic

BKjnetary units and the operation of a "managed currency"^

favors such Insulation.

This policy of depreciation by a higher sounding name

helped to check a further decline In prices through Its

Indication of an inflationary intent. By automatically '

Improving the relative position of export prices. It aided

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Pub1Ic Papers. op. clt..
Ill, p. 49, sec. 9, January 15, 1934. {It|illcs mine.)

%eard. The Future Gomes, op, clt., p. 153.



tei!g)orary revival of excessively depressed export Indus*

tries. International recovery is iiaapered thereby since wd

world prices are acutely reduced. As world recovery con

ditions are interrelated with domestic conditions, domes

tic recovery is hindered although it is possible that cer

tain surpluses may be reduced by monetary depreciation.

There was the expectation that the country could pull

itself out of its difficulties without the necessity for

concern over stabilization of the world monetary situation.

This helps to explain our indifference to international

currencies, and the collapse of the World Economic Con

ference, The conference resolved itself into a struggle

between the nationalist and internationalist objectives,

between world stabilization of currency and national valu

ation. The nationalists won. After having led the powers

to believe that relief to the world price levels could como

only by concerted action President Roosevelt dramatically

changed his mind--perhaps looking at the addition to ex

ports occasioned by the drop in the value of the dollar-

while the conference was in session and in effect repu

diated his own delegation; we were to go our own way as

1
regards to rmsnetary program and price schemes,*

^aicker,
p. 55,

Hist03 )eal, op, cit,,



The in5)ortance of examination and regulation
of foreign exchange in order to facilitate the
aiJioother and easier adjustment of international
payments, to eliminate brood fluctuation in ex
change rates and to prevent speculation while
at the same time keeping full control of our do
mestic monetary policy cannot be over emphasized.

WhiiS nany act* of this Administration up
to this time were emergency measures, they Indicatej, n
hevertheless, a consistent pattern as yet roughly/
formed, but designed for the purpose of gaining
for the American dollar freedom—freedom at home
from the threat of Instability and freedom abroad
for the beginning of a new realignment of other cur
rencies of the world,1

The asaun^jtion that in order to increase our exports

we need only increase our inports from foreign countries,

which Secretary Hull and Secretary of Agriculture Wallace

make, is not entirely valid because since 1934 the supply

of dollar exchange has been overflowing. These funds have

been used not to buy American farm products but to increase

foreign holdings of industrial evidences of ownership in

the United States,^ This fact helps to prove that the

Instability caused by monetary policy Instead of increas

ing trade almost eliminates it and the Isolationism of the

American market is carried a step closer to realization.

"The average New Deal Damocrat is as truly a high

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. clt.. II
p, 144, sec. 42, April 20, 193^;—(llalics mlHe.T—

I' j2£.* ' P* 354,



tariff advocate as is an Old Deal Republican,"^ This start

ling statement brings clearly to the fore the distance which

the New Deal has travelea In the direction of the closed

economy.

The President may, either on his own motivation
or at the Insistence of any ^roup which has coEplled
with the provision of N. !• r accordance
with procedures under his control, place fees upon,
restrict, or forbid, except uiider regulation and
license, the la^ortatlons of any article or articles
which "render Inefficient or seriously endangoT the
maintenance of any code or agreement" under the N,
R, A, In addition to this protection from the
effects of Importations from abroad. Industry Is
privileged to enjoy a more positive benefit within
the domestic field. So long as this law shall be
In effect and sixty days thereafter, "any code
agreement or license approved and In effect \jnder
this title and any action conplylng with the
provision thereof taken during such period, shall
be exenpt from provisions of the anti-trust laws
of the United States,®

The blndlns natiire of the codes upon all menibera of a

group has eliminated the domestic outsider and the power

vested In the President promises to check the danger of

dunplng or price cutting by foreign conpetitors. We

don't want foreigners to diuop goods into the American

Raymond Mo ley, "Roosevelt and Tariffs", Canadian
Forum, p, 291,

^Charles A, Beard,.The Future Comes, op, clt,, p, 48,

^3um, op, clt,, p, 135,



market? yet we insist through monetary controls on the

right to duap into foreign markets. What this view does not

recognize is that exports are limited by the amounts of our

iisports and even though as cited above the foreigners

invest in American factories these are nothing xoore than

deferred exports of goods unless the securities become val

ueless.

The Emergency Farm Relief Bill permits the iir?posing of

an additional import duty on the "basic, commodities"—

wheat, cotton, field com, hogs, rice, tobacco, and milk

products—equal to the tax iiqposed on the internal proces

sing of these products. This additional duty, if imposed,

would be of little practical benefit to the farmer, as the

few of these "basic consaodities" which are Imported into

the United States come only in very small amounts,^ but
basically it shows that the closed economy is closely al

lied to a higher tariff standard.

This implies an indifference on the part of the United

States towards the twenty-five billion dollars in foreign

loans and investments. "Roosevelt showed that he was

aware of this fact when he refused to talk about economic

matters at the World Economic Conference.

^Prank W. Fetter, The Hew Deal and Tariff Polic:;
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1933}, p. 11,

O

Suzanne La Pollette, "Is it Recovery", Current
History, XXXIX (October 1933), p. 1-13.



Satisfactorj stabilization is iu^ossibl© with the

United States so preoccupied in boosting prices and yet

decided how and at what point to stabilize, "Already in

America, there have been demands for even higher tariff

to protect the elevated price structure,"^

"We wished—for the time at least and so long as the

present transitional experimental phase endures—to be our

own masters, and to be free as we can make ourselves from

the interferences of the outside world, Self-sxifficiency

carried to its logical conclusion here—to be our own mas

ters—is the important portion of this ideal; the President

annoimeed,

I hope that eventually each nation in the world
will have a currency which will be stable within its
own domestic purchasing power.

If you arrive at that objective In the world,
then almost automatically the exchange value of all
currencies in temas of other currencies will become
iHore or less stable,3

As for the Uilted States it is "seeking the kind of

dollar which a generation hence will have the same pur

chasing and debt paying power as the dollar value we hope

iHew York Times. July 2, 1933, IV, p, 15,

^John M, Eeynas, "National Self-Sufficiancy", Yale
Review, H, S, XXll (June 1933), p, 780,

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
II, p, 268, sec, 88, July 5, 1933.



to attain In the near future."^ Thus the President chose

the nationalist path of self-sufficiency as against recoveiy

by world agreement^ the revitalization once more of inter

national trade and the free flow of credits,^ jh© President

has been given the power, in order that the closed econonqr

might exist, to raise and regulate tariffs, to adjust the

money relationship for the purpose of international bargain

ing, to subsidise Industry and agriculture, restrict sur

pluses and raise prices—all with the thought in mind that

national problems must be solved before international prob

lems can be considered# It has been almost forgotten that

intemational trade problems and national recovery are

related, and if the national recovery is partially solved

without international recovery the whole structure of re

covery may tumble while that inter-related adjustment is

being made.

Throughout the entire first administration President

Roosevelt has seen the split between closed wconomy in a

freer trading world but he thought that by bargaining he

could overcome the incongruity of such a situation.

^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,
II, p, 865, sec. 87, July 3, 1933,

^Hacker, A Short History of the New Deal, op, cit.,
p, 57»



There has been increasingly shown a tendency to move in the

direction of internationalism and away from the closed econ*

oiay ideal# However^ he has not been willing to let go

completely of the closed econoBiy# He fosters a Reciprocal

Trade Agreements program, not for the purpose of lowering

the niimber of our surplus products while wo adjust our

industry and agriculture to the national boundaries, but

to make trade freer# This is a difficult task, becouse

our manufactured goods are high priced as a result of mono

polistic price practices and the artificial character of

the costs of production# If we can sell our goods, there is

the difficulty because of our closed economy of accepting

as payment the goods of other nations without upsetting

the American market# In spite of to# Itfojley's reim^nstrances,

this purpose of free exchange included in the agreements

by the fact that the most favored nation clause was an

integral part of every agreement. Mr# Moley warned:

If passed, the reciprocal tariff arrangements
should be without the raost favored nation clause
•  • # • with tdie reciprocal trade agreements plan
in keeping with the idea of a managed economy only
when it enables this nation to engage in a vei*y
limited way in^rautually advantageous trade with
other nations,^

The President fostered also the stabilization arrange

ment and the establishment of a stabilization fund after

Raymond Moley, 0£, cit.# p, 292.



his fliigers were burnt In the speculative crash of July 19^

1933« He became, too, a gold supporter who, though inter

ested in moderate inflation, wished to control any such

movement*

Finally, there was attenpted the development of for

eign trade by the use of the export-Import banks, the

development of increased markets, and the internationalist

outlook.

Reciprocal Trade Agreements

It has been difficult for President Roosevelt to

forget his lower tariff background as a remedy for the

evils of our economic order and yet he saw the depression

as a national problem. It has been told many tiites that

President Roosevelt uses memoranda written by e:Kp0rts

as the basis for his speeches and this was the case during

the campaign. It was at this time that he was to be re

quired to give a speech on the question of the tariff. He

asked the party leader on the tariff question. Senator

Cordell Hull, for a STjggestion on the speech, Hull re-

pliea with a memorandum suggesting an absolute reduction

of tariff by ten percent. At the same time. General Hugh

Johnson in a memorandum called for gradual reopening of the

channels of commerce by skillful bilateral negotiations.

With these two conflicting memos before him the President



asked that Mr» Moley "weave them together,"^

There is to he seen then that somewhere there was an

inkling of tariff reduction and consequently an attempt to

free international trade,

Mr, Roosevelt appointed as his Secretary of State, one

of the most consistant and persistent low tariff advocates

in the coxmtz^y. Senator Cordell Hull,

Unfortunately the policies of some of those
responsible for the N, R, A, and A, A, A, involved
higher tariffs to protect their experiments in wage
and price raising. But Secretary Hull has also
been allowed to pursue his patient course. His
method has been by the negotiation of bi-lateral
trade agreements with one country after another
•  • , , thirteen agreements have been concluded
the most ifl5)ortant with Canada, Brazil, Cuba,
Belgium, France, the Netherlands (and the Nether
lands Indies), Sweden and Colombia, It is a
condition of the Act under which the agreements
are negotiated that concessions shall be reciprocal
and it has been the miform practice of the United
States to generalize its concessions to all coun
tries enjoying the benefit of the most-favored-
natlon clause.

No praise can be too high for the spirit that
has animated this policy. In this tariff ridden
world the sight of any nation deliberately seeking
to lower its tariffs is both rare and refreshing,
and not less so when the nation concerned has
for many years been one of the world's most
hardened tariff sinners,2

lalne,)

Raymond Moley, After Seven Years, op, cit,, p, 364,
2
Editors, (Irindon) Sconoinist, op, cit,, p, 117, (Italics



Tills policy must be the answer to the totalitarian n»ve-

ments of Europe and Asia; to make the world a better in

tegrated unit is a grave task for the democratic nations.

International trade, its survival and expansion is no longer

a matter involving merely private profit* It means today,

much more than that, "It has become a necessary condition

for the strength and security of the democratic countries.

It has thus become a major factor in the preservation of

world peace. In the f#.ce of this crisis we cannot afford

to bicker about tariffs in terms of petty special inter

ests,"^

The immediate objective is the development of closer

trade relations between the democratic countries, Ihe

ultimate goal must be the reconstruction of a general in

ternational system inclusive of all countries. It is

clear that there is no other solution to the problem of

raw materials with inadequate domestic supplies. In recog

nition of this problem the President said:

We must provide a tariff policy baseu on econo
mic sense rather than upon political hot air—high
tariff walls have been forced upon the world and
consequently world trade has decreased to the van
ishing point. Value of goods in international trade
is less than one-half of what it was three or four
years ago.

or Stagnation, op, cit,, p, 261,



If our factorlea run eighty percent of capacity,
they will turn out more producta than we as a nation
can possibly use ourselves. We must therefore sell
goods abroad. We know other nations have no caahj
they can pay us only in their own goods or raw
materials—but our tariff makes that impossible.

Revise the tariff on the basis of reciprocal
exchange of goods by sending us such goods as will
not seriously throw any of our industries out of
balance and these countries will be enabled to bxiy
our goods,1

Executive commercial agreements with foreign nations

are suggested within carefully guarded limits to modify

existing duties and import restrictions in such a way as

to benefit American industzy and agriculture, This is

necessary because world trade has declined with startling

rapidity resulting in a seventy percent decrease in 1953

from 1929 level. This is measured in goods, "The idle hands

and machines, ships tied up, dispairing farm households,

and hungry industrial families is the r esxilt of a sharp

drop in foreign trade. Since the world does not stand still

—once trade relations are broken it is with great diffi-

culty that they are restored,"^

For national defense, and a well-rounded life
some self-reliance is necessary and should not be
sacrificed for passing advantages, Equally clear
is that full and permanent domestic recovery de
pends In part upon a revived and strengthened

•^Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, clt,, I,
p, 626-627, sec. 128, August t, ISSS.

Ibid,, III, p, 113, sec, 33, May 2, 1934,

^^Ibld,, III, pp, 113—117, sec, 33, March 2, 1934,



International trade and that American escporta cannot
be permanently increased without corresponding in
crease in ixnports.l

The only practicable way to assure American trade
protection against injurious trade barriers in foreign
coxmtries is to join with these countries in a con
certed effort to reduce excessive trade restrictions
and to reestablish commercial relations on a non-dis
criminatory basis# This is the kernel of the American
Trade Agreement Prograia#2

The President has in mind that freer international

trade will result in the greatest gaiixs for democracy;

therefore ho urges his Reciprocal Trade Agreements adop

tion by all nations of the world* It is this background

of thought which allowed him to finally stabilize the poxmd,

the franc, and the dollar# The program will come to nothirgg^

however, unless the marginal productivity of the workers is

raised to the point where the efficiency of labor will not

need to hide behind a tariff wall but will bo able to pro

duce and use the wide variety of goods which the world pro

ductive forces bring to the market for exchange#

Stabilization of Moneys the Stabilization Pxmd

THe recognition that international trade is a two-way

arrangement and that the foi'eign market is not a place to

-2-Pranklin D. Roosevelt, Public Pacers, on. clt.. .
Ill, pp. 115-117, sec. 33, March 1^34. '

2
Ibid., IV, p. 464, sec# 170, November 19, 1936#
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dioxop the American sui^lua goods in an important first step

in increasing foreign trade* Another step is the establish

ment of a definite gold content for the dollar since many

people are reassured by such an action* Foreign trade re

lationships result from international agreement as to how

the currencies of coimtries shall exchange for each other»

The speculative boom on the basis of which President Roose

velt rejected the stabilization proposals at the London Con

ference ended with the crash of July, 1933* He belatedly

asked that Congress give him the authority to devalue the

dollar to not more than fifty percent of its former weight*

The revaluation at thirty-five dollars per oimce netted

the United States Treasury a profit of two and eight tenths

billion dollars* Two billion dollars of which was to be

placed in a stabilization fund and on September 25, 1936,

The three governments, France, Great Britain,
and the United States declared that arajng other
things they proposed to take "into full acount the
requirements of internal prosperity . • • • to
maintain the greatest possible equilibrium In the
system of international exchange and to avoid to the
utmost extent the creation of any disturbances of
that system" by internal monetary action. • • • .

To implement this tripartite declaration the
Secx'etary of Treasury announced on October 13, 1936,
that the United States was offering to s ell gold to
the stabilization funds of those countries whose
funds likewise were offering to sell gold to the
United States on satisfactory terms,^

Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op* cit**
V, pp* 378-379, sec* 135, September 25, 1936, n*



The atteiipt to build stable international currencies

was a measure for the freeing of international trade with

no atten^t at surplus dumping, % making international

moneta^ exchanges mo£^ certain the Hoosevelt Administraticn

was fostering international trade.

Increased Markets, by the Export»Import Bank,
and the International Outloo

Dxiring the first cauqjaign, the Republican farm policy

was vigoroiisly attacked because it destroyed the foreign

markets for the farmers* products as had the tariff mea

sures, Pordney-McCumber and the Giamdy Tariffs, There

were "Viemands foj:* iiwiediate repeal of those provisions of

law that coaqpeHedthe Federal Government to go into the

markets to purchase, to sell, and to speculate in farm pro

ducts in a futile atte»i)t to reduce farm surpluses," Roose

velt laughed at the Republican Secretary of Agriculture "who

invented the cruel joke of calling on farmers to allow twen-r

ty percent of their lands to lie idle, to plow under every

third row of cotton and shoot every tenth cow,"^

There ere two attacks upon the problem of shrunken

markets at home and abroad; they are, production curtailment.

^John T, Flynn, Country Squire in the White House (Hew
York! Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 1940), p, 60,



or building up of increased markets at home and abroad.

Production curtailment may be tenporarily necessary in

order to execute what has been described as a strategic

retreat from an adverse n^arket situation. But the ultimate

goal requires that advance rather than constant retreat be

made. This means that a way must be found for utilizing

the productive effort of our people to the utmost and in the

nK>at efficient and effective channels. Clearly^ the only

solution for o\ir problem is that trade be increried. One

t! ethod used by the Administration has been the axport-

import banks by which government offers "assurances that

the manufacturer who sells abroad on long term credit will

not lose on the transactionj this is an encouragement of a

piece of private business which might otherwise never be

done,"^

There seeme to be a fault in reasoning here. If the

countries of the world show surplus stocks of goods and

these stocks are the basis for the depression, the reason

for the surplus must be that certain groups of society after

having consumed up to the point of satiation in food, cloth

ing and shelter and invested their fuiiia in advances to

labor for the present productive process have still vast

^Charles A. Beard, The Old Deal and the New (Now York:
The MacMillan Coi35)any, 1940^, p, 140,



surpluses remaining. What good then will exchanges of such

surpluses do if, in the meantime, certain other groups In

the community have not been enabled to purchase either the

old surplus stocks or the new ones which exchange has brou^t

in. The problem is to find for international trade Ixncuries

which the fortunate group will be able to consume. It is

quite certain that when people talk about international

exchange they are not referring to exchanges in luxtiry

products but in Increased productivity resulting from the

exchange.

It is this kind of reasoning which en^hasizes that the

wages of self-sufficiency are increased prices and lowered

standard df living, with violent dislocations of industry^

Does this mean that the standard of living of the unem

ployed or the eag)loyed will go down, or does it mean that

the situation of the investing group will be less coB?)lete?

"What we seek then is balance in our economic system--

balance between agriculture and industry, and balance

between wage-earner, employer, and consumer. We also seek

balance so that our internal market will be kept rich and

largo, and that our trade with other oountJri es will bo

increased,"^

Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit,,III, p, 132, sec, 5^ March 5, 1S34.



"Oui* domestic econoi^ la geared towrld economy#. Even

in the depths of the depression, in 19S2|^ no fewer than

three million, two hundred fifty thousand of our laborers

were still producing for the export market," This is true

because in those Industires of declinin-j costs it my be

that the last portion of output necessary to push the cost

curve below the average revenue curve will be those very

goods which appear in international trade* It is conceiv-»

able that a restriction of export trade would then cause

the discharge of the entire crew of men because of the

increased cost by reduced production.

It is a positive reaction for a government which ex«

pacts to increase the foreign trade to have an international

outlook. By such an outlook there is meant that isportant

developments upon the international scene are to be con»

sidered a province for governmental activity rather than

to have the attitude that the tiiree thousand miles of

ocean is an effective economic barrier as well as a poli

tical one. In the conduct of relations with foreign

governments, the policies of the New Deal "reflected the

contradictory sentiments of the country and the turbulent

•  Wilcox, and others, America's Recovery Program
Clew Xorkj Oxford University Press, 19B4), p. l6.



course of events in other parts of the world. After follow

ing for a time the traditional policy of recognizing ̂

facto governments and doing business with good and evil

governments under a positive conception of the national

interest. President Roosevelt and the Department of State

set out on a course of lecturing and condemning govemmente

deemed out of line with the American way,"^

It is necessary for a goveraraent which has an inter

national outlook to look toward the governments with whom

trade is carried on as a partner in the cooperative effort

of raising the standards of living of both nations. When

one nation's ideals, however, are directly counter to ours,

it is neither economically unsound nor morally wrong to re

strict trade v;ith such a nation using our economic weapons

as a lever to push them into an acceptance of our ideals.

An example of this attitude wiaich may be found on war debts

is typical of the international outlooki

The matter of repayment of debts contracted by
the United States during and after the ITorld War has
gravely cosiplicated our trade and financial relation
ships with the borrowing nations for many years.

The people of the debtor nations will also bear
in mind the fact that the American people are certain
to be swayed by the use which debtor coxontries make
of their available resources—whether such resources
are applied for the purpose of recoveiy as well as
for reasonable payment on the debt owed to the citizens

Charles A, Beard, The Old Deal and the New, op, clt,,
p, 281.-



of the United States, op for the pui^oaes of ua-
productive nationalistic expenditures or like purposes
for additions to ajragr and navy,l

In the field of coamerce the Uhited States has
undertaken to encourage a more reasonable interchange
of the world's goods. In the field of international
finance there has been "ended the dollar diplomacy,
the money grabbing, the speculation for the benei'lt
of the powerful and the rich, at the expense of the
small and the poor,"2

There have been definite shifts in administration poli

cy, During the caiispaign, dtmiestic problems were stressed,

Kie involvesMint in international affairs resulted from

Roosevelt's being pushed into the position of either ac

cepting or denouncing international agreement*, T1m» Presl*

dent did not want it thought that he was opposed to the ,

idea of international cooperation^^ conciliation, arbltra*
•

tlon, and collective action on matters of general interest.

The developments of price increases in the TMited States

and the appearance that recovery was returning by lationai

effort led to the changed attitude with repudiation of the

London Economic Conference for the reason that the IMlted

States was not yet ready to stabilise the dollar. In

October, 1935, the President entered the international

"'■Franklin D, Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, cit..
Ill, p. 282, sec, 98, June 1, 1934.

^Ibid,, V, p, 11, sec, 1, Jantiary, 1936,



arena with the request that American trade with Italy cease

because of the Invasion of Ethiopia, This, together with

the policy of reciprocal trade agreements have been advanced

as evidences of the intemationalistic outlook, "The

final result has been the rationalisation of makeshift

BMasures into which he Roosevelt had been pushed by his

very irresolution and from that moment on, Roosevelt gave

economic problems only such time as could be spared from

purging and plunging the co\intry into international power

politics,"^

Other activities which point to the development of

internationalism and the seeking of foreign trade was the

abandonment of the Roosevelt Corollary of the ^nroe Doc

trine and the instituting of the Good neighbor Policy,^

It was thought that the Latin American comtries would

place greater faith in the United States and consequently

increased trade relationships with the United States would

result. This la especially true now that the trend toward

self-sufficiency has forced the canalization of foreign

trade routes and the atten^t to tie the Latin Americas to

Europe on the basis of exchange of agricultural products

Raymond Holey, After Seven Years, op, cit,, p, 365,

P, 77,
'Louis Hacker, 10 new .» 2R*



raw laatarlals for mniil'acturod products. It has become

a contest, through the Good Neighbor Policy, between the

European Totalitarian States and the large American produc*

ers.

Tti& United States has turned to Internationalism and

expanding foreign trade as a foreign policy. It has used

the Reciprocal Trade Agreements and other encouragements

for its pui^ose as well as the desire for a moral inter

national system which it seems has as its approximation

the pre-war level of trade and assurance that the inter

national relations be placed upon a stabilized basis*

It may be said that there have been two major points

of esphasis Sisx this chapter. One, that as an experiment

alist, President Roosevelt has been willing to discard

miithods of thinking which have not operated in the expected

manner. Thiis, for example, the tendency toward a commo

dity dollar was discarded as it showed itself to be im*

practical. Prices were not raised by this method as had

been expected. The uncei»tainty in international affairs

as a method of forcing American sales without subsequent

purchase of goods had not reduced the suxplus. In ex

change for these policies the President supported a fixed

gold content dollar which seemed to restrict the number

of dollars which might be issuai, and the development of

a stabilization fund to establish and maintain a standard



yatio between international currencies.

On these points very definitely the experiment was tried,

We cannot B%y that there were cross purposes. However,

where it has been proved that the administration has attec^jt-

ed to set up an insulated society with higher commodity

prices and higher prices for the factors of production and,

at the same time, has atteupted to develop the foreign trade

of the country, a cross-purpose exists--in the sense used

in this study. Thus not only is the President actively

engaged in promoting foreign trade, but at home, soil

conservation programs, wage and hour legislation, and

provisions of a social secui-ity program fail to increase the

productivity of the American worker so that he can compete

in the world market with the low income wage workers of

foreign nations. Holding the factors at an artificially

high price by these metnods resifLts in a closed economy^
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BkCK TO THE LABD MOTSMSHT AHD FARM SURPLUSES

The idealism developed over the years since Jefferson

announced his desire for a nation of small farm ouners has

overestimated the advantages of agriculture. The followers

of this ideal helieve that it is impossible for people on

the farm to go hungry* and "few of them go without shoes

or overcoats".^ Hot only do otir politicians feel that econ

omically the "sturdy yecmianry" are better able to support

themselves* but "^at politically they are more reliable*

The farmer is given a disproportionate representation in

our political bodies* President Roosevelt eiqpressed appro

val of rural areas in a speech which read:

•  . • • there is a positive correlationship between
the amount of suffering and the sise of the ooMnunity.
Population has become out of balance—there is defin
ite overpopulation of the larger ooimaunities in the
sense that there are too many people in them to main
tain a decent standard of living for all.*^

Such thinking is based upon some nostalgic worship of

the past fdien people were closer to the soil. But in the

franklin D, Roosevelt* Public Papers* op* cit*, I.
(Beeember 11, 1931)* p. 496.

^lbid*» Sec* 13* (January 6* 1932}» p* 116*



isoaern world it ®ast te recognizod that the process of

IMmstriallzation which has replaced the self-sufficient

farm is economically sound because by large scale methods

and specialization more efficient use of the land surface

can be obtained than if each indlTidual tried to produce

everything for himself, fhe standard of living is not

only raised because of the e:snhange of goods but because

with the use of capital more can be produced with loss

effort•

As a result of this process there has been a constant

movement of farm population to urban centers with the re

sult that as efficiency of production increased* more labor

was devoted to the building and service industries and less

to farm production, fhis development was quite satisfact

ory so long as the industrial plant was expanding rapidly*

and farm births were proportionately more numerous than

urban births•

With the great industrial depression hundreds of

thousands of farm laborers were dammed baok in the rural

areas because there were not enough urban Jobs to come to.

Many urban workers believing the propoganda that people

cannot starve on a farm moved baok to the country, fhis

trend was commented upon by a well known writer.

fhe census of 1935 showed that the numbers of
farms of less than twenty acres has increased by about
two hundred thousand since 1930. ifany of these rep
resented families of this back-to-the-land movement



bom of %hB depression and uneaplojrnMnt. Praotioall^
all these families hope to find extra worh on the
famiSf or the roads« or in Inaberi}^* to supplement
the pitiably small produots they oan grow for theai-.
selves on their small clearings.^

Ihe agrloultural depression already Intense enough

before the industrial crash ms mde more aeute by the tra

dition al return of people to land for sustenanoerin periods

of stress, fhey cannot believe that the land frontier is

gone and that the new frontier must be effioient and inten

sive development of the naticmal eoonoi^ which will result

in higher standards of living. In the name of higher stan

dards of living and with the traditioml approaoh the Pres

ident stated:

.... we believed that the development of a subsis-
tenoe homestead comfaunity by the government in a care
fully planned manner would stimulate this desirable
movement spontaneous movements by families into subur
ban and oloae oountry areas and improve standards of
living by providing a more seoure and more successful
method of gaining a living.

fhe plnnned redistribution of population contem
plated in the subsistence homestead legislation is
essential in order that large groups of people, eau^t
in a situation from ̂ ioh they are powerless to extra-
oate themselves unaided, may have an opportunity to
gain for themselves some degree of eoongmio seotxrity
and a more adequate standard of living.^

^ordecai Exediel, Jobs For All, (Sew York: Alfred 4.
Knopf Company, 1939), p. 131.

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, on. cit.. Ill,
seo. 100, (July 21, 1933), p, 292, note. (Itltios mine).



The plan for the sutsistenoe homesteads was Included

in the Agricultural Adjustment Act, but the appropriation

of twenty-five million dollars was so small a sum that it

could be used only for an educational program to get

people to move bach into the country voluntarily by showing

"ttiem how attractive ootintry life could be made*

The subsistence homestead was intended to point
the way for those industrial workers who were subject
to sporadic or seasonal unemployment! to increase
-tdieir income and raise their standards of living by
engaging in part-time farming at the same time as
they carried on their usual oocupationa. By a subsis
tence homestead} we mean a small garden home on a plot
ranging from half an acre to as much as ten or twenty
acres on tdiich a family} a member of which is season
ally employed in industry} can raise garden cropst and
perhaps some livestock} such as a eow# pigs* or chick
ens * and thus provide a considerable portion of their
food supply at home. It involves the production of
crops for home consumption rather than for sale.

Subsistence homesteads were never intended as a
means of solving the relief problem, nor were they in
tended to be occupied by families on relief rolls}
except in rare instances. The major purpose was to
make available small homes for seasonally or tempor
arily Tineraployed persons were in a position to pay
the Government for them.^

This plan eliminated from the discussion the very core

of the price system for presumably the price of goods and

labor are to be set at the most efficient necessary level.

A worker who goes out after a hard day's work to grub in

the soil is a very inefficient producer of food for his own

table; muoh better that he work a little longer at his own

^Ibid., p. S91.



occupation in v&ioh lie la efficient and exoliaage tliat extra

eraoont for food products. Henry Fordi a diaolple of tlie

l>ao3t»to-the»land movement # ifeo imported farmers to work in

his factory and provided a place to grow some of the tahle

food* found it necessary to threaten the employees with dis

missal if they did not till the soil.^

•Ihe oQiffliBmity with division of labor which tries to

force a portion of the population to prodnoe its own food

supply will destroy part of the commercial farmers' market.

Farming is an extractive industry of increasing cost and

idien a portion of the narket is lost more farm labor is dis

placed than the proportional amount of the loss in demand

because the farmers remaining are the most efficient ones.

However, many farmers are unique factors, fhey will con

tinue to produce more products at the new demand at the

lower price in an attes^t to inorease tdie inoome vdiich oan

be derived from the increased product. As a result the

whole farm population will be adversely affected by a de

crease in the demand for food products.

Maladjustments in production resulting in a de
cline in the demand schedule in important industries
will result in unemployment of factors as well as re
duced output. The flow of purchasing power is ob
structed and time must elapse before the credit re-

%arold M. Ware and Webster Powell, "Planning for
Permanent Poverty", Harpers, L (April, 1935), p. 615.



leased from the declining indiistry can be got out to
producers in pther industries in sufficient volume
to offset the contraction in those branches which are
retrogressing, There will follow et'^entually an im
provement in other lines,^

This point of view assumes that industries will stop

producing as prices fall but as has been pointed out above,

in agriculture, people hang on even when they are far out

In the "lunatic fringe", When the homesteader begins to

grow hie own food products (either the same ones or sub

stitute products) which are now supplied by the farmer, the

demand schedule for farm products will shift sharply to the

left. This will cause a further decline in fam prices be

cause the demand for farm products are relatively Inelastio,

Farmers will leave for the city, if they are not unique

factors, thex^by replacing those who have been withdrawn to
s

go to the subsistence homesteads. If instead he continues

to produce for the smaller demand and lower price, it will

now be necessary to atbrt all over again with another sur

plus reduction program. This program being doomed to fail

ure if more subsistence homesteads are built to continue

the vicious circle.

This mi^t start a downward spiral of reduced farmer

purchasing power and reduced Industrial activity because

our economy is an interdependent one, But this is not the

^Alvin H, Hansen,
Sit,, p, 67*

lation, op.



worst aspect of the problem* Slzioe the homesteater mast

hare a wa^ of supplementing his Income with cash there is

inherent in the program a decentralization of industry.

This kind of a social panacea* nhich reformers Yisualize

as a way in Miich millions of overcrowiiod city poor are to

be happily settled in garden homes* does not appreciate the

fact that mere elbow room in itself is no guarentee of the

existence of a free and well-to-do population. After all

the rural slums are as bad if not worse than the urban

ones and millions of Americans in our farm population are

ill-housed* ill-fed* ill-olo^ed* and unclean* The decen

tralization of industry will depend upon the possibility of

a cheap servile labor supplyj otherwise idiat would be the

advantage of a decentralization such as «aivisaged« Mien

most of the economies of the industry result from large

plants being close together and being intergrated in opera

tion* Are we willing to let the inefficient subsistence

homesteader force a decentralization of industry which will

result in the development of inefficient local industries?

If we are willing to sacrifice efficiency on the basis of

an assumed overproduction, we must be willing to accept the

consequences of a depressed agriculture, lowered prices for

industrial goods* and vast numbers of permanently unem

ployed. This has been forseen and it has been suggested

that:



The oeBsaeroial fariaer will sufjper in a variety of
ways (not speaking about the results to industrial
labor) as a result of the competition of a cheap* dis
organized » and remote peasantry anxious to work for
its small necessary cash inoone# Their market will
be contracted by the amount of food, feedstuffa,
fibers Kdiioh are substituted for the vfeoat, com, and
cotton and idiich are now in surplusj they also will
have the competition—in increasing roadside stands,
bootleg operations at city markets and dairies—of
a great number of favored peasants ̂ o will sell for
efcatevor their goods will bring.^

Thus it is that the subsistence homestead is based on

the lowering of the standard of living of the tillers of

the soil, by adding competition to an already competitive

market—the grossest form of unfair competition since it is

a government subsidized group—v^ioh aiust find its fixed

charges In the form of eash income to enable it to maintain

its equity.

Perhaps this is a method of invisibly cutting wags

rates for it is a process of working longer hours for the

subsistence toward which ws all strive. The resettlement of

this group of people deoeatralizes the portion of the pop

ulation which is militantly in a position to demand hl^er

wages and shorter hours. If the worker has now a fixed

charge which must be paid, he will quite likely be willing

to work for any small pittance in order that at the time the

payment la due he will not be driven from his homestead.

In addition, the fact that he grows his own food makes the

^Rosa H. Gast, "The Subsistence Homestead", Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences.
CLXIV, (Septeraser, 1934), p. 240'.



pressure for higher wages seem less aoute to him* heoause

he ean alvt;ays eat*

The development of a subsistenoe homestead not only

makes possible the deoentrallaation of industry# low«

ered wage rates* but also it makes possible the shifting

of any soolal responsibility which an employer might have

of keeping his factory in operation. There will be no

reason now for doing so since the worker has a plaoe to

stay and plenty to do on his subsiBtence homestead*

If market forces were allowed to operate» these sub-

marginal farmers and subsistence homesteaders would be

driven off the land by the pressure of fixed charges* for-

closures, and bankruptcy and added to the already large

group of unemployed* Obviously the submarginal farmer

must be kept on the land* and out of commercial production.

The purpose of this policy is clear:

These people are to be transplanted to semi-
rural oonffiianities where they will have plots of
ground for production of orops for table consumption
and they will revive the ancient handicrafts of
spinning* weaving* wood working, pottery making*
and similar pursuits of a contented peasantry. To
provide cash for the iaodarn Arcadians factories will
be established so that these individuals will be
able to obtain the advantages of modem civilisation
of machine produced goods,*

As an ideal this sounds attractive, but the fact re

mains that such a system must break down. If these people

^louis M. Hacker, "Ploughing the Farmer under".
Harpers, CLXIX, (June, 1934), p, 67.



produoe 1}ut do not buyt the production of others oannot

he sold; or If they huy and produce* there will he no use

in having handicraft industries which are so tediously de.

veloped* Either these people oaist he in the marhet or

they Biust he permanently placed outside of it. In this

marhet-price-system of economic development they are find*

ing it extremely difficult to find a place* hut outside

such an arrangement they will he denied the advantages

fdiich come from exchange and large scale production. But

trying to alternate between the two will cause a political

headache as well as constantly recurring depressions and

less pronounced recoveries in the direction of prosperity.

If the solution is to he that as people hecome unemployed

they are to he bundled off to a suhsistence homestead* the

program will result in greater and greater numhers of

people growing up outside the econos^ until the transform,

ation into a suhsistence homestead economy is dominant.

This is hased on the actions of the Administration in fos

tering the subsistence homestead as a desirable solution to

the problem of relief in spite of President Roosevelt*s

appeal that it should not he taken so. By implication* at

least* the subsistence homestead adjusts the economy so that*

The distressed family in rural areas may find its
security along with agriculture as a self-supporting
unit—this calls for a change from commercial farming
and dependence on a single cash crop, to raising
various oommodities needed to maintain the family.
This may he accomplished for some by providing adequate



farm houses# for others hy providing seed and stooJc
for other than oonyercial purposeSt and still others
hy a ohanoe to work for modest cash incomes through
part time or seasonable employment in small industri
al enterprises.

The stranded population living in a single in
dustry oomnianlty require physical transplanting under
the direction of the Subsistence Homestead.Pivision
and supplemental industrial opportunities.'*'

The entire movement of reclaimation of land by the

building of dams* drainage* and irrigation roybe used for

the development of more farm land on ̂ ich the bach-to-

the-land movement my thrive since in most of these areas

the Grovernment is not allowing land values to become in

flated by speculation and the areas are being planned for

use by the Resettlement Administration. Stuart Chase feels

that there can be little loss from this hind of activity

for he argues:

If there are ten million unemployed persons in
the country Mio should be given worh, if possible, is
it better to put them to work at building battle
ships, rahing leaves, or constructing new energy
stations for food, water, conservation, recreation,
and electric power? If we must be fed anyway and
private Industry is not willing to increase invest
ment is it better to get something useful for the
taacpayers money, or to get nothing, and let men rot
in the ranhs of the unemployables?

Where are the crop surpluses which cause the
most trouble? In wheat, corn, cotton, and tobacco.
Vsliat irrigated crops are grown on reclaimed lands?
Apples, pears, nuts, celery, alfafa, grapes, dairy
products, and specialty livestooh. These are pro
ducts idiioh the American consumers still need; they

'^ranklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. pit.. Ill,
sec. 31, (February 28, 1934), p. 1 ;alics mine).



may "be surfeited in some areas with hog and hominy*
corn pone and sowbelly* and not in apples* celery*
tomatoes* butter* and such products rich in vlta^ns*
I do not mean that marhet surpluses never occur in
these crops, but that they are smaller and usually
consumable

All this is true and should hold our attention, but

such actions offset the desired results which are brought

about by voluntary or even compulsory farm surplus reduc

tion. There is a conflict between the program of increas

ing production of farm products by the use of subsistence

homesteads and crop surplus reduction programs*

The farm surplus problem has been discussed above but

will bear some reiteration* For idien the President began

his oampaign* it was thoxight that his scathing attaoih upon

the Republican farm policy would allow him to talce the

problem and solve it by direct action* It was thought, also,

that the blanket reduction was a temporary method of

achieving surplus reduction and that eventually the sub-

marginal producers would be withdrawn from production for

the purpose of reestablishing equilibrium In farm produc

tion* However he was not willing to grapple with suoh a

vast problem* A commentator offers a reason:

.  • . • a little more than fifty percent of the
farmers of the United States produced almost ninety
percent of the value of the commercial crops* la

^Stuart Chase, Idle Men and Idle Money* {Hew York:
Hare our t, Brace and Company, 1940), p. l*^©.



otiier words« If we oould taJce out of oonBserolaX
production 40.8 percent of the least efficient
farmers (in terras of income from cash crops) wc
should reduce only 10.8 percent of the value of the
products grown for sale* If we should he compelled,
therefore, to relinquish all hope for the recapturing
of foreign marhets, and if we could he guided, only
hy considerations of efficiency, we could eliminate
one^half of i^e farmers of the United States and
still feed as^ clothe the American people adequately.^

This was the prohlem of the A. A. A. and the Soil Con

servation Administration. The President had not heen will.,

ing to let the international market slip away from the United

States entirely, hut it had, in measure, done so over a

period of years. The president might have estahlished a

Farmers• Works Agency ehioh would give employment to the

unemployed farmers wh«i the suhmargiml farms were with.,

drawn from produotion. But this would have added greatly

to the numher of xinemployed, and, so long as these people

worked on their farms they would he olassed as employed.

Thus hy the use of words the President oould fool himself.

He proposed that so long as there to he no increase in

unemployment to:

Purchase and remove from crop produotion, land
unsuitable for profitable farming, and convert such
land to uses vdiioh are beneficial to the average man
and woman of the United States, and most important of
all permanent rehabilitation of the people living on
the land so purchased.

The program of reducing crop surpluses is direot-

p. 66.

1
Louis M. Seeker, "Ploughing the Farmer Under", op .pit..
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ed tomrd certain farm products raised on all land
good or tad it seeks to adjust the annual crop
raised to the amount which can he sold in the forei^pi
and domestic markets# so as to aroid piling up sur
pluses which reduce the price ̂ ich the farmer canreoabre
for his work and for his investment. .... The total
national crop is to he so controlled that a decent
price may he obtained for all farmers «ho have pro
duced the total.

Aside from the fact that many people and acres of

land oust he taken out of production of farm products# the

main idea was to solve the farmers* problem by subsidizing

his income. This subsidization came in the form of checks

for parity paymmcts# soil conservation payments# or soil

building payments. Under the A# A. A. parity payments

the Government hopes to retire over a period of years
approximately fifty million acres of submarginal land
at a cost of |350 million.^

If the President really believes that there is an over

production of all products and that the problem is to find

work for people to do# vdiy not ^ust allow the submarginal

farmer to stay on the land and increase earnings to the

point idiere there will be a suitable amount of purchasing

power? There is no attes^t to differentiate between ends

and means. The suggestion has be^ made that#

•  • « • we must make a sharp distinction between sub-
marginal agencies of production and submarginal pro
ducers. Submarginal i^encles must be eliminated so

franklin D. Roosevelt> Public Papers# op. oit,# IV#
sec. 30# (Msy 1# 1933)# p. 147# note•



far as possible* fo eliminate submarginal prodaoers
is tb© exact opposite of recovery and reconstruction*
Our problem is to mabe submarginal producers* super
marginal tbrou^ supermarginal agencies.^

fhe agricultural program doss not eliminate submargin

al agencies but tends to perpetuate them by paying for a

reduction in product on the basis of absolute outs in pro

duction* fhe Gcvernaent action is in the direction of

destroying agricultural efficiency. It pays the inefficient

producer as well as the efficient one in order to keep sub-

aarginal agencies in operation.

It is the aarhet situation which sets the margin. If

the submarginal producer is to beocmie a supermarginal pro

ducer there must be some activity iSiioh produces that change-

either enough producers East leave the market for alternate

employment or the demand schedule must shift to the right

enough to cover the cost of production.

fhe President's analysis of the economic situation may

be said to aooept overproduction and the ahovt run view that

w« laast keep as many people engjloyed as possible and that

this can be done by increasing farm purchasing power which

will start an upward spiral to pull us <nj.t of the depression*

solve the un«nployment problem, and even alJieviate the farm

surplus problem.

^Richard f. Sly and Frank Bohn, The Great Chancre.
York: Thomas Belson and Son, 1936), p, 1^2,



It dO0i3 not ta3co rnnoli figaring to disoorer that
islien foodf olothing and shelter take 65 percent ot
«^at people in the lower income groups spend; the
farmer gets a goodly portion of that ependiag for
farm products.^

An increase in purchasing power will more than react fav

orably on farm surpluses and farm income

The productive capacity so far out distances any dom

estic dttnaad it was necessary that a drou^tt a reduction

program* and dumping program be used to eliminate the

American farmers* surplus.

It may readily be seen that the restriction of farm

surplus was politically a dangerous weapon—not nearly so

pleasing as a dole* especially when the dole was given to

the effioient and inefficient alike while prices were

held up by political policy. To try to place agriculture

into a position of equilibrium would have thrown millions

of farmers into the industrial wage market already over

crowded and clogged with unemployment.

The A. A. A. covers a retreat of our agriculture,
but it makes no important plans for an advance. The
inefficient farmer is government supported along with
the efficient. It is keeping many a poor farmer on
land that should^jbe afforested or added to the fields
of his neighbor.*^

•^Charles A. Beard, The Old Deal and the lew, on. cit..
p. 158. , ——

%ordeoai Ezekial, Jobs For All, op. pit, p. 195.



tPhe most impoz-tant mothod of reduols^ surpXusos la

tlio United States Is the two-prioe system whloti has heen

Inaugurated to sell part of the crop to consumers at rel

atively high prices while holding excess production off

the marhet and distrihuting these excess products to the

iinemployed. This surplus distribution is made

.  . ♦ . by the Federal Emergency Relief Agency (FERA)
throu^ State Relief Agencies* Because these millions
of potential consumers frelief families] are not able
to purchase a normal amount of oonmjodities, huge sur
pluses of basic food products are glutting the market
and making their production unprofitable to farmers*

A real effort to bridge the gap between supplies
and consumption will be made by using FMA and aaa
for distribution of these basic food products* In
this way, two major objectives of the Recovery Program
will be promoted—feeding and clothing the unemployed
more adequately and hastening agricultural recovery*^

This distinctly brings forward, the proposition that

these unemployed are a vital factor in the farmers market

Just as wore our lost foreign markets, and if these people

or groups of them are taken out of the market by raising

most of their om food products on their own homesteadas

the farmers market will be hit* With a reduction of the

farmers* market the crop surplus reduction program will

fiM that sane previously supermarginal feo^mers are now

aalsmiarglnal • when these now submarginal farmers are in

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op, oit*. II,
6©o* 126, (September 21, 1933), p. 362*



turn shifted to suhsistenoe homesteadsi an inoreasing

spiral will he set up which will continue until some gOT-

ernmental policy is made with the realissation that the

hope for America lies in production—production as effic

iently and in as great quantities as possible with the

Iknowledge that products exchange for each other • Ylhen

people are taken out of production or put to producing

inefficiently (even with government subsidies) the whole

standard of living is going to fall.

Mr. Moulton has pointed out that this is the case

when he said^

Y/hatever may be said in favor of reducing pro
duction as a meauas of meeting temporary exigencies*
correcting maladjustments between different divisions
of the economic system, or precipitating a price
advance and motivating recovery, such procedure can,
in the end, lead only in the direction of national
impoverishment. They serve to prevent output and
standards of living from rising.!

This argument is interesting because it assumes stable

equilibritua and full employment and that as a result, each

factor of production is producing up to its capacity. At

that time, any change in the productive level would result

in loss to some of the factors. With the surplus overhang

ing the market, however, it mi^ be well to decrease the

surplus by redistribution and making impossible the rebuild-

%arold G. Moulton,
Off, cit, p. 10.



Ing of such huge reserves in the future. This mi^t be

done by reducing prioes ̂ ile holding wages at a standard

level. The President does not agree with this point of

view:

The suggestion that tjo end the depression we
niust lower the oost of production is not sound be
cause costs can be cheapened in two ways, (1) by
development of new machinery or new techniques and
by increasing employee efficiency. We do not forbid
that. But do not dodge the fact that this means
fewer men employed and more men unemployed. (S) The
other way to reduce costs of industrial production
is to reduce the pay for the same number of hours.
If you choose to lower wages for the same number of
hours, you cut the dollars in pay envelopes and auto
matically out down the purchasing power of the worlcer
himself—There results not more purchasing power,
more goods consumed, but the direct opposite.^

This is one of the theories of overproduction—that

it is now a problem to find work for people to do because

already we have too much. The false reasoning results

from not recognizing that the obstruction is monopolistio

price. The quasi-rent whioh results from the marginal

revenue curve falling a^y from the negatively inclined

average revenue curve makes impossible the purchase of sur

plus goods of society unless there is investment which

permits the advance of capital during subsequent product

ion. The implication is, of course, that eventually the

surplus is going to become too ungainly to be handled by

any capitalistic individualistic society. The replacement

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. oit. V.
sec* 63, (April 25, 1936), p, l81. (italics mrneT~



of m<aK>polistio prloe structure fey a competitive price

wquXd not only lower prices» inorease the number of

goods aoId» but also increase ptirchaslBg power and result

In stable equilibrium Instead of an unstable one resulting

frcmi prioe rigidity* The result of a policy demanding a

oompetitive price structure would be to force an e3g;ian8lon

of produotion*

It seimis quite elear that the solution of the farm

problem is interrelated with industrial recovery* At the

time iSien industrial expansion takes place # not only will

the increased mu^ers of workers be in a position to buy

faxm products ̂ t also many submarginal farmers will aooept

the opportunity to migrate to industrial employment. An

equilibrium will be established when the marginal product

ivity of farm labor and urban labor is more nearly equal.

This is not an idealistio coaeept of some political leader

as to the inherently superior oonditions which a rural at

mosphere has to offer to the Amerioan people* It is soanA

eoonomics to expect increased industrial activity to re

place the stagnant condition of the economic system* That

investments will be made in the future is quite oertain in

view of aecujialated htimn needs*

The subsist^ce faxmer will be glad to move into the

city to obtain ̂ e higher pay for more efficiioit use of

labor than to reoain on the homestead and watch increasing



effort 'briag less sad less retura while he he

aooepting the advantages of speoializatlon and division

of lahor for the hi^er living standard lA^ich he seeks*

fhe halaaoe between agriculture and industry is most

effectively set by the price system and even thou^ the

President has a "^eat admiration for the balance maintained

by the Frenoh between agriculture and industry* and the

wide distribution of property ownership*"^ it is with

great difficulty that an imitaticm of that arrangement

could he tried hero* It is for this reason that President

Roosevelt displays so much c(mcern over the level of

prices and insuring farmers €igainst loss. For the*

•  • • • time hsis come to work out permanent measures
guarding disasters of both kinds collapse in price
from huge surpluses and failure of crops in wide areas •
Crop insurance and a system of storage reserves
should operate so that the surpluses of fat years
oould be carried over for use in lean years

fhe rapid increase in tenant farmers during the
past half-century is significant evidence that we
have fallen far shori; of achieving the traditional
American ideal of owner-operated farms and industries.®

In this ws^. President Roosevelt has brushed aside the

activities of the first Roosevelt and his own administra

tion in trying to solve the problem by a back-to-the land

^Ernest K* Lindley,
p* 386.

re It* op .Pit.*

%ranklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, 7, sec. 121,
I September 19, 1926}, p. 286, op. cit.

®Ibid*, sec. 218, (lovember 17, 1926), p. 690.



moTement•

It has not l>a«Ei diffionlt to assomtle the Keipaaents

against the snhslstenoe h(»(testead* The ar^iments are haai^

on the ineffioienoy of such produoticai » tho46« the faet

that.price rigidity (an important cause for the present

depression} is not cured thereby« that there is being de-

Teloped a huge reserve aray of permanently xmemployed

idiioh will redmse wages and farm prices by its very pres

ence» aM finally* that a static society is being built.

It is difficult to see what economic arguments there might

be in favor of exuih a move other than sentimentality of

our leaders. R^eever* politically:

•  • • • it may be that the American Government* hard
driven by the contradictions of its position, may
even Cas in Germany and ItalyJ seah to build up ex
actly such a sheltered peasant group as a rural
reactionary block to withstand the revolutionary de
mands of the organized industrial workers. When and
if such a program on a wholesale scale is really
embarked upon* then it will be possible to say that
the United States has taken a definite step in the
direction of a "right" dictatorship.^

It m^ be said then that the popularly held theory

tiiat this nation's problems can be solved only if we break

up the \irban conglomeration and return the population to

the life on small farms is unrealistic. To return to such

s  Houis M. Hacker 1
op. cit., p. 107.

His tor:



a oonditioa would moan not only lowar standards of living,

but actual starvation for a porticm of the population* One

IniMred and thirty^two million people transplanted betoh to

the land «ou3iL find death by starvaticm a result since

ineffioieney of production would be rampant and the self-

sufficient production would find aiaz^ people unequiped td

do any but highly epeoialized tashs*

fhe crosspurpose here discovered has been the position

vdiibh the President and his adviscxrs have taJzen that the

surplus must be reduced by Cktvernment action to increase

farm prices and start a steady spii^l or recovery, and the

government policy of perpetuating that surplus by returning

people to the soil and opening id.de new fertile aores for

settlement by the population* fhis is ths wealcest scoai^io

position atiich Idle present Administration has ta^en—the

developmwit of a class society with a permanently depressed

and servile peasantry in the name of security.
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BmUCH) MDGSfS ABD COBTIBUOUS GOVmHlBBf BORROWIHG

An ea^ftaAing eeonomlo systsa bxl& an eTer-lnoreasioi;

population are the usual assumptions on sliloli future ex-

peotaney is hased. How that the population growth is

rapidly approaohing a stationary figure the question arises

as to tdiether the eoonomio system oan continue to expand.

If the eapanding eeonoay was based on the expeetation

that there would be eidded mouths to feed the answer may

he that a mature econoo^ is in the making. If ̂ e basis

for expansion was inherent in the syst^ we may expect the

econ<»siy to expand idiether population increases or not.

fhe economic system itself is providing the answer—

a mature econoi^ develops with a static population.^ !Ehe

econoi^ changes as the popuXation attains stability. The

dasand for the heavy industries is decreased; the damand

for consumption goods is decreased. Surplus goods pile

up heeanee the prioe structure does not reflect the

market situation^ Instead of prices falling so that stan-

3-See Glen E. McLaughlin Mid Ralph J. Watkins, "The
Problem of Industrial Growth in a l^ture Economy",
American Economic Review, XXIX sup., (March, 1939),



dards of lirisg rise* whioh would l»e expected If the

proportion of capital to the population is a criterion,

prices are rigid and tend to reijoain that way*

fhe economic institutions are not readily able to

adjust to fundamental changes in the rate of population

growi^* For years the financial institutions hare been

faced with a demand for capital idiich reflected the price

policies of the oomimmity* Today borrowing would be in»

creased but little by an acute change in the interest

rate since borrowing is done on the expectations of future

return* The American Immhing system was established to

try to bring together enoui^ sayings to enable the standard

of living to rise by increasing the proportion ot capital,

used productively, to the number of people in the coEmmnity.

This was accompli^ed by capital furnished from abroad*

Forced savings in ̂ e form of deposits, vdiich were us4^

as money, raised prices and foiroed people to go without

o<msamption goods which they could have purohased had not

the money supply {sKsiey plus bank credit) been inore&ssd*

With an over izusreasing musiber of mouths to fesd

there was a seller's market* fhe limit to the demand for

capital goods was dependent upon the amount of deferred

spending which took place* In the seller's market added

capital would result in greater profits ̂ id therefore

seller's clamored for increased saving*



It bas since been discorered tbat the deiaand tor cap

ital goods is derired from tbe demand for ccmsnmption goods*

Hence an increase in saTings at the expense of usual con-

sonsumption will decrease rather than increase the output

of capital goods.

fhe teilh of our capital is created in periods of
general economic expansion* idien productiTe resources
are being more fuller utilized l^an at other times*
fhe process does not inTolve an extensive eiiifting
of labor and mterlals from consumption goods indus
tries to the formation ot capital.^

Sventually the rate of populati<»x growth began to

decline and the population is now fast approaching an

almost stationary figure* During the last century our

population increased by about one-third each decade*

Early this century the rate fell to about one-fifth* and

now it has dropped to about one-sixteenth increase every

ten years* By 1950, cur population will have practically

ceased growing* "By reducing the naaber of new persons to

be fed, clothed, and housed, the reason for expansion of

industry is reduced; public industrial expwsion will

slow &9m and possibly cease because there Is little need

for more schools, more sewers, subdivisions, all that is

needed is replacement*"^

Adjustment to technological shifts is more difficult

%dwin G* Bourse, America's Capacity to Produce,
(Washington D* G*: The :ferookings Institution, 1934), p*158.

2
Mordeoai Izeklal, op. pit., p. 70



in a stable population than when the general population

inoreasest as in the past* iriien the inorease tended to

minimize the diffioulty because the growth of the popu.

lation tezAed to outstrip the rate of decline of the oocis^

pation Miioh was being technologically pushed aside. The

adjustment can be made by future generations when the pop«>

ulation is still growing* The cabmen of Hew YorhdLd not

have to learn to drive automobiles but their sons made the

adjustment* '^Today this adjustment must be made by the

individual beeause the population is no longer a cushion

against which the displaced individual may bump***^ Con*

oern over the arrested population growth is obviously

based on the thought that "what is required to call forth

productive activity is eapanding demands for such basic

things as food* clothing* and shelter"*^

Capitalism cannot live without ever expanding**
without continued progress* It is a notable fact
that progress is at one and the same time both a
characteristic feature of a capitalist order and
also the essential basis for cycles of prosperity
and depression* If we succeed in chocking economic
progress* we may also thereby destroy the system of
free enterprise itself*^

%ordeoal Izekial* ̂ * pit»* p* 70*

Harold G* Moulton* Income and Soonomio Progress*
op* oit*> p* 68*

ZAlvin H* Hansen* Full Recovery or Stagnation* op
p* 115*



Under the most favorahle oonditions it would have

heen dlffloult enough to effect without serious strain a

transformation from a rapidly erpaading economy to one in

which the rate of eztansive growth is swiftly declining.

At this trying time it was discovered that oar economy was

frozen hy monopolistio practices so that the intensive in

vestment possibilities are seriously restricted as well.

We are developing an institutioml framework in which our

productive resources, caught in the straight*;}aolcet of an

inflexible price structure, are umble to find full employ

ment.^

A society has a number of decisions to make at a time

idien population is no longer expanding. It mat begin to

search for intensive investments so that savings which in

this period outrun profitable investment opportunities may

not pile up and thus reduce the production of consumption

goods because the surplus overhangs the market; or savings

nmy be discouraged by reducing interest rates in order thus

to make savings and investment more nearly equal; or the

agencies of government may be used to gather excess savings

and the investments be made at the initiative of the gov

ernment; or the investment may be curtailed to enable a

partial equilibria to be established while the funds gath

ered are disbursed through the medium of government in the

Ijbid., p. 298.



hope that the more profitable outlook will oause the in*

dustry to take up the investment phase of the problem.

The search for intensive investment opportunities

must begin with the freeing of the productive process

from its monopolistic controls which restrict production

(m the basis of such overhanging surpluses*

In other wordst it is necessary* first* to discover

the causes of the business crises* before any real solution

can be offered• The ta^ requires that some knowledge be

at hand as to how long* if at all* oversaving has taken

place*

The process seems to have begun sometime dtiring the

first World War idien the American people were induced to

save as a patriotic gesture* The spending of funds for

private consumption were restrioted by the war effort,

since government spending was absorbing such a huge portion

of the productive capacity of the nation* Imerioans be

came bond-conscious* Savings {deferred spending) grew to

an extent that America became a net creditor nation* The

Europeans as well as Americans collectively invested the

funds 80 saved in axmamsnts and gun powder whioh were blown

up on the battlefields*

The population had been tau^t to save by government

action. An overexpanded money supply made it relatively

easy for certain individuals to gain possession of huge



amounts of money with ̂ ioh they were unahle to purchase

oonstuaers goods* fhese oonditlons started a run on for

eign hond purchases to suoh an extent that from 1922-28

there were sent abroad over eight billion dollars in

Amerioan funds» and the balanoe of deferred spending went

into the speculative boom marhets* to boost stooh and

bond prices to undreamed of levels. With the collapse of

forei£^ trade because of the cession of forei^pi loans and

the stock market crash* the problem of too little spend

ing began to affect business and manufacturing. It would

ee«s foolish for a businessman to produce any more goods

igien there was already a mxpply overhanging the market*

not because there was no utility in the goods* but because

the ability to buy had been disproportionately placed in

the hands of persons whose demands had been largely sat

iated, and who beoause of the knowledge that the oppor

tunities of expected return are leas, have been unwilling

or xinable to find a plaoe to invest.

President Roosevelt has never been willing to admit that

oontinual spending by government is the solution of the

problem of making our economic system work. He has great

faith in the ability of Amerioan business to take over the

task of investment when the national income has been raised

to a satisfactory level. The difference between a tempor-



arily unbalanced budget during an emergency and an un*

balanced budget to finance government investment simulM

taneously witb private Investment to provide a hi^er

standard of living is realised by President Roosevelt•

At this point he lines up with the balanoed budget side

of tbe disoussion.
■>

If the President is a believer in the balanced
I  (

budget solution, there will be apologies for the unbalA

anced state of the budget and attempts will be made to

balance it* This is sufficient evidence to imply that it

is not the function of government to continuously invest

huge sums, but merely to help the eoonomio system to

become righted again, fhe Administration believes that

the eoonomio system needs no fundamental ohangea* If it

thought suoh ohanges were needed

•  • . • all that it would have had to do was to fold
its hands and wait-»>let the system continue to de«
fault to itself sM to the publlo.

But as your profits return and the values of
your seourities and investments oome baok, do not
forget the lessons of the past* We must hold oon-
stantly to the resolve never again to become oonw
mitted to the philosophy of the boom era, to indivi
dualism run wild, to the false promise that Ameri-
oan business was great because it had built up fin-
anoial control over industrial production and
distribution in the haj^s of a few individuals and
corporations by the use of other peoples money, that
Government should be ever ready to purr against the

V. legs of high finance} that the benifits of the free
competitive system should trickle dovm by gravity
from the top to the bottom; and above all, that
Government had no right, in any way, to interfere
with those who were using the system of private



profit to the damge (Xf the rest of the Amerloan
citizens*
*  . • • We used the facilities and resouroes avail*,

ahle only to Government * to permit individual enter
prise to reenme its normal functions in a socially
sound oompetitive order# We provided credit at one
end of the husiness mechanism and purchasing pmer
at the other.^

All of which was done in the support of the system of

free enterprise and the proteotion of individualistio cap

italism* It was conceived that as soon as things were on

a more even heel that the problems would again be solred by

priTate Investors tahing over the funoticsi of investment

and spending. There was no reoognition that the monopo

lization of industry had made any fundamental changes in

the operation off the system* If only people could get

purchasing power and start the ball rolling, the tradi

tional method of spending and of investment would carry

the system,along thereafter*

As an added prereqjuisite, credit facilities for busi

ness most be available* As the problem has developed it

became the purpose to free the credit facilities of the

country in an effort to make the borrowing of funds easier

as well as to liquify the frozen investments of many

thousands of mortgage companies, insurance companies,

brokers, saving banks, and saving and loan associations*

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, Public Papers, qp.cit*, V,
sec. 194, (October 23, 1936), pp. 634-5*



To this end

The lending policy of the Roosevelt Administration
had the objective of emergency relief work—to pro
tect private equities by buttressing their shaky
underpinning with the oredit of the Federal Govern
ment to scale down old debts* and to reduce interest
rates.

lhat this policy failed to realize* besides the fact

that business confidence cannot be recovered without seme

method of showing profits, is that oredit facilities are

liq.uid. For years* even before the crash in 1929 the

banks of the United States were finding it difficult to

loan their funds for comaercial purposes. The effort was

made to find profitable outlets by which the banks

entered fields of investment and poured funds into the

stockmarket. The businessman has not been willing to

borrow because the chances of success* measured in terms

of profit, are slight. Therefore the extension of credit

facilities has little more effect thsin to increase the

bank reserves. To the Administration, however* the mere

expansion of oredit seems to be a desirable end in itself.

It helps the debtors of the oonununity.

As a result of these efforts bank deposits in
active commercial banks have increased by ten billion
dollars* or more than thirty percent.

The Federal Reserve System has sought and accom
plished a reduction of interest rates for the purpose

Raymond Moley, After Seven Years* op. pit.* p.370,



of stimulating Imsinosa reoovery.^

Very definitely the effort is to disturb t^e eoonomio

institutions as little as possible. Assistance was to be

used to try to increase economic activity> but that did

not mean that all assistance was desirable. In the veto

message on the soldiers bonus the President excluded

spending as a means of increasing purchasing power:

Wealth is not created, nor is it more equitably
distributed by bonus payments. A government lilce an
individual must ultimately meet legitimate obliga
tions out of the production of wealth by the labor
of human beings applied to the resources of nature.
Sach country which has attempted this form ([printing
press-moneyj of meeting its obligations has suffered
disastrous consequences.

The statement that the spending of money is the
most effective means of hastening recovery, is so ill
considered that little comment is necessary. Every
authorization of expenditure by Congress has been
predicated not on the mere spending of money to hasten
recovery, but on the sounder principle of preventing
the loss of home and farms, saving industries from
bankruptcy, safeguarding bank deposits, and most im
portant of all giving relief and Jobs throtigh public
works to individuals and families faced with starvation.
These greater and hroader concerns of the Americaui
people have a prior claim for our consideration at
this time. [Than the bonus Question}.^

The President has made his declaration for a sound

economy as the basis of business recovery and a return to

the good old days when there was nothing to worry about

franklin D. Eoosevelt, Public Paoers. oo.cit.. I?,
sec. 141, (October S, 1935), pp. 4'07-8.

%bid., sec. 6S, (May 22, 1935), fp. 188-9,



Init how to feed the population and how to protect them.

With husiness reoovery forseen aa a result of freer

oredit relationships and a balanoed budget there is of

neoeasity in the President's mind some oonoept about busi*

ness oonfidenoe. Xf business will only Tenture forth and

produce consumers goods while paying high enough wages*

the constuaers will be able to buy the goods produced and

the balance between production and cons\imption will be

established, fhis effort will result from the activities

of the government in restoring the oonfidenoe of businessmen

that government investment is not going to continue to

compete with business. President Roosevelt's budget

message had said:

I am submitting to the Congress a budget for
the fiscal year 1936, which balances except for ex
penditures to give worh to the unemployed. If this
budget receives the approval of the Congress, the
country will henceforth have the assurance that with
the single exception of this one item every current
expenditure of whatever nature will be fully covered
by our estimates of current receipts. Such deficits
as occur will be due solely to this cause and it may
be expected to decline as rapidly as private industi^
Is able to reemploy those now out of work.^

fhat permanent reoovery in President Roosevelt's

mind must iiiolude the ideas of business investment | con.

fidenoe, and balanoed budget is clearly brou^t out by

the fact that diiring the campaign while the plans were

^Ibid., sec. 3, {January 3, 1935), pp. 32-3.



Prosident Hoosevolt plaoes his smprsme faith ia Amarioazi

business to soIt© tho perplexing problems that he had so

lightly aocepted during the first campaign. The solution

to the problem of saTing and inTestment and the problem

of unemployment were both such basic ones that the Presi

dent was willing to let them solve themselves.

Thus the President displays his ideas on the balanoed

budget. He does not account for the surplus of goods ex

cept that it is an accident of non-planning. He says that

Investment must take place to solve the problem of this

surplus but that the investment mast bs private investment*

If azQTone should have been in a position to know that

American business was not able and had not been able to

provide profitable investment for savings * it was Presi

dent Roosevelt. He had not been willing to face the facts

that government investment continuing over the years could

make possible a rational program which would include

private investment* experimentation for the development

of more efficient production techniques* and an increasing

standard of living for the nation.

The President would rather have the demand for spending

imposed upon him than to impose it. Demands for spending

have oome from progressives* from Congress* and from

business itself. It is for this reason that the President

has allowed government investment to develop into a cross



purpose*

As a result of tlie emergenoy and of constant pressure

the President has heen driven to accept spending at least

as a partial solution to the problera of getting purchasing

power into the hands of those persons unable to buy the

products of our industry.

During the last thirty years private investment has

disintergrated. Consumer spending was supplemented by

war loans, foreign trade loans and emergency relief loans.

These were pump-priming schemes called by other names.

In the pump priming effort, industry expanded
its production and absorbed the public spending funds,
raising the national income somewhat, cutting down
unemployment somendiat, and raising profits and divi
dends. Bit private enterprise gained little momen
tum of its own.iThere was no private investment in
large capital consuming enterprises) On the contrary,
it adjusted itself to the expectation of public ex
penditures and rested heavily on the purchasing of
the Federal Government. Something similar had
happened between 1914-16 before the American entry
into the World War. American business became
heavily dependent upon purchases of war mterials
made by Great Britain and France and m.a threatened
with a disastrous business slump as Allied funds
began to run down. Under the Harding and Coolidge
Administrations business throve on foreign loans
«giich later went into default

The vast oversaving or surplus ̂ ioh has resulted

since the stock market crash has neither been used to

buy armaments to be blown up nor have we givCn it away to

foreigners to use and default in its repayment* We

have provided a means of reducing that surplus by feeding

^Charles A, Beard, The Old Deal and The Hew, op. oit..
p. 165. ■ '
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Amerioan people and attempting to solve American social

protlams#

There seems to be a general acceptance in the Ameri->

can mind that government spending is worse than private

spending. This tho\ight is dependent upon vaho initiates

the spending. If private business initiates it, the re

sults are considered safe and orthodox. It is, indeed,

not even called spending but "prudent investment"; should

the government do it the terra is "speMing extravagance".

If expenditure will return to society more than is

spent, ̂ e investment is prudent. However, if spending

has no desire for future return, it should probably be

called extravagance. Vlhether spending should take place

or not is dependent upon full employment. Under con

ditions of less than full employment spending must be

started and mintained; until such time as investment

absorbs all savings and people are able to purchase the

goods which they need and which constitute the surplus

which is causing less than full employment.

Wc are faced with an ever increasing debt—that

debt may be public or private—it is the basis upon idiioh

our society rests. The act of giving up the consumption

of goods today for a future claim upon industry is the

establishment of a debt relationship. Therefore, it

would be impossible to repay all debts because those

I'^i <•' "I'nr .'' '. •



debts are In the form of maohlnery and oapital goods*

To spend eonsimption goods today and not reoeive

▼alue in the form of increased producers* goods will re

sult in debts increasing faster than productive capacity

of the country* There are sure to result disturbances

far worse than the present one* This is because those

claims against future production tend to be centralized

in the hands of a few people who are not able to consume

their share of the goods society has produced* If the

debt structure ndiich business must carry is dispropor

tionately heavy the fixed charges become such an impor

tant a part of the cost of production# that industrial

production will be affected especially idiere one or a

few conoerns are able to control the supply in the market.

The result is idle men—idle men produce nothing*

With the realization that in order to have full

recovery idle men must bo put to work# a policy of drain

ing off enonaoue savir^s into government indebtedness

is of paramount importance* This can be accomplished

only through an unbalanced budget* President Roosevelt#

however# without recognizing that his program depends on

such tinbalanoed budgets explains that

Government strives to increase the public wealth#
to build up publio health and strength of the people,
and help our system of private enterprise.

If you con think baok to the experiences of the
early years of this administration, you will remember



the doubts and fears expressed about the rising
expenses of government. But to the surprise of
the doubters, as we prooeded to carry on the pro
gram which included public words and reli«f» the
country got richer* instead of poorer. ... I
want to make it clear that it is essential in our
economy that private funds be put to work and all
of us recognize that such funds are entitled to a
fair profit.^

fo allow these funds to earn a fair profit is making

the future disequilibrium a certainty unless the'govern

ment is willing to constantly drain off the excess deferred

spending and allowing the claims against the government

to be the storage place for security in emergency situa

tions.

An additional one and a half billion dollars in
the Hatioml debt need not give concern to any citi
zen* for it will return to the people of the United
States many times over in increased buying power
eventually in rauoh greater Government tax receipts
because of the increase in the citizens' incomes.1

fhe dollar which the Government put in did its work

many times over, ihen the worker spent the dollar at the

local shop it resulted in a profit and all along the

"line of trade and commQroe* new profits* new business*

new income* new work* new purchasing power wwrs created

in the comunity".® This is the concept of the "multip-

j'-Franklin B. Roosevelt, Tital Speeches. IV. (Mav 1.
1938, p. 435. ^

franklin B. Roosevelt* Pi
{October 17, 1936), pp,509-10.

I* V. sec. 185,



liar** in isliioli Er# Keynes said that fnadB horrowad by the

Government and spent {redistribution ot the ol&ims to the

surplus) would result in an inorease in the national

inoome by more than two times the amount ̂ ediioh was

borrowed* fo borrow» the government must spend more than

its inoome» this is an unbalanced budget#

Scaae people feel that borrowing to effect this policy

is a better procedure than to print greenbaohSi but by the

mechanics of the banking system# the results would be

about the same* The Government Bonds are placed in the

banks in exchange for deposits by the Federal Government

and they are used if necessary as methods of building up

the reserves in the Federal Reserve System; and the green

backs would soon find their my into bank reserves in the

Federal Reserve System* The only difference being in

the psychology that when people lend to the Government

they do not realize that it amounts to the same kind of

an operation as the issue of greenbacks would*

The President's interest in inflationary me"^odB of

solving a part of the economic problems i^ioh faced him

might be the result of such knowledge. An Inorease in

the amoimt of money placed in the hands of a portion of

the population ?hioh does not have purchasing power is

one method of reducing the overhanging surplus. All

American dollars are alike and can be exchanged for each



otilier«>»aM dollars look like new ones and the sxu^plas

will he reduced h;;^ the aiaount of purohaeing power

dlstrihuted*

It should he said heroy however» that:

It is Tfiholly fallaoioas to assume that a government
oaa safely rely, in a private oapitalistio eoonomy,
upon spendiiig its way out of depression to a sus
tained recovery# Puhlio expenditure nay indeed main
tain inoorae and employment on a hi^er level so long
as the expenditures are being made, hut there is no
assurance that they will really prime the pump so
that private enterprise can go forward on its own
steam. Moreover any sudden increase in taxation
might easily result in a serious decline in the rate
of private investment and so check expansion#^

But it does not follow? that a larger amount of
ooiojHunity spendir^ at the expense of capital aooumu-
iation would cause economic insecurity. Onoe ecpiil-
ihrium had been reached on a new level of puhlio ex
penditures, there is no reason whatever to mippose
that the proportion of such expenditures to total
inoorae is of itself cause of ooneern fox' those
interested in stability.

In other words. Government spending of Itself cannot

hrlrg a return of prosperityj as soon as government spend

ing stops, private investment will diminish# Until very

recently private investment was thought to he able to

expand indefinitely# Surely government investment need

not atop either. The prohlerai seems to imply government

expenditure in utility yielding enterprises# So long as

those enterprises can he undertaken which will yield

^Alvin H# Hans en,
op»oit«,g# 77,

ration,



mffloieiit soeial iaada® to justify tlie inrostmrnt of

laljor aa4 eapltial in them continuefi iavestmeat shoulh

not @$as9 *

Xt shouXi. he remmhered that eapital investment acted

exactly the aamo dtariag this recovery as in the decade of

the twenties,

foiJig along ?#ith, hut not anticipating the advance
a consumption expenditures, flhon Income stopped
rising, invcBtment declined and yet full ©mpioysient
in a dynamic economy which saves a part of its
income caimot he maintained unless novi investments,
quite independent of the factors involved in the
pump priEiirig pi'inciple of expanding, are constantly
being made at a reasonable interest rate to insxire
saving.^

erence between am

consumed and the personal inoomo, has far outstripped

investment at the present rates of interest. It is

vlx'tually impossible to toiow idiat a lowered interest rate

would do# She suggestion has been made that more saving

will taKe place because the amounts necessary to provide

a minima® &£ security will need to be greater# fhe amount

necessary for deposit in an annuity increases rapidly as

the interest rate falls • fogetherwith this suggestion,

is the interesting ocMaent that reduced interest rates

will not stimulate business activity, since a huge change

in intereEt rate will change unit cost of the iteEis

3^Ibid,, p, Z9Q,



proiuQdi little* while a ohange in the 4emii4 s^ttnle

aaJces the interest rate virtually insignifioant *

fhe logio of l^e situation would lead one to suppose

that:

The Goverument mst (1) enoourage and if aeo-
essary finance development of new products and in
dustries; C2) finance the purchase of new railroad
etiuipmeiit on a self-liquidating haais; (0) reduce
interest rates an Federal Housing Authority Loans;
and (4) reform the tax structure to tap savings
rather than reduce ptarohaaing power# Supplement
private investment by public investment oil a con
siderable scale* suggested by the construction of
hospitals* hi^iways, sewer systems, rural electri
fication networks, express highways, bridges, and
various projects self-liquidating or not.

As for the Federal budget blame can be placed
on an obsolete system of public accounting for the
currant alarm about its unbalance. The budget
siiould not be considered out of balance if inocsae
from taxes is enough to pay the carrying charges
on the public debt,-^

Ivery accountant in his effort to nBke an accurate

cheek on the business organization for •Khleh he works,

tries to write off the capital of the plant over a period

of years, but the Federal accounting system writes off the

capital at the time of expenditui-e. There are listed the

debts of the United States Government, but no assets.

In spite of the President's apparent desire for

business to take over from the government the task of

spending as has been suggested above, he has the attitude

that investment should bo curtailed. The Aaministration

-Kenneth G, Crawford, "From Pump Priming To Pumping,
nation , G2XTIII, (Ifay £7, 19S9), p. 606.



has endsaTore® by changes in the tax structure to limit

the increase in investment because

a recovery based on capital investment would oer«*
tainly be less permanent than that of 192E and ..
would lead to a swift collapse on a graidscale.

Such plant expansion is unsound the President believes*

I do not believe that the period of expansion
is at an end, but the physical plnnt will not expauad
in the future at the same rate at wbiioh it expanded
in the past. ?/e may build more factories, but the
fact renmins that we have enough now to supply the
entire domestic needs and more If they are used.^

I do not want people to believe that because of
the unjustified optimism we can resume the ruinous
practice of increasing our crop outpit and our fact
ory output in hope that a kind providence will find
buyers at high prices. Such a course may bring
immediate and false properity, but it is the kind
of properity #ilch will lead us into another tailspin.^

By this statement the President is confusing attempts

to establish partial equilibria with attempts to establish

general equilibrium. Whereas partial equilibria destroy

the possibility of establishing that general equilibrium*

As a result of this policy instead of discouraging

savings whilch would seem to be the simplest solution to

a problem of more saving than investment, or an increase

^Bavid C. Coyle, "Fortune Round Table", Fortune
izine, XIX, (March 1939), p# 19.

-Franklin 1)* Roosevelt, iublio Papers, op.cit*. I,
sec. 130, (May £2, 1932), p. OT'."

^Ibid., V, sec.56, 12, 1936), p. 191, note.



in inrestment to ateorb saving* th® investment possibil

ities were reduoed*

The very core of the diffioulty is to be found
in the failure of the Hew Dealers to distinguish be
tween discouraging investment and discouraging saving.
If it is true* as the lew Dealers assert* that attrac
tive investment opportinaities in twentieth century
America are extremely scarce, then saving should be
discouraged but at the same time every encouragement
should be given to investment."^

This is the very reason that investment opportunities

must be given a certain direction. A vast portion of the

saving is done by that part of the population vtiich cannot

possibly consume its income. We can neither educate them

to reduce savings» nor can the interest rate affect the

amount of their savings* nor can their savings be short

circuited while they continue to mahe the decisions as to

the plaods of investment opportunities.

Basically the purpose of any action must be to dis

tribute purchasing power in such a way "fehat the surplus

is used to feed clothe, and shelter the American people;

For while savings and expenditure for consum
ption are functions of national income* investment
Is not. To translate consumer needs into effective
demand requires either a change in the present pattern
of income distribution or an increased advance of
purchasing power through private or governmental
investment.^

^Sumner H. Slichter, "The Sreat American Ixperiment"*
Atlantic Monthly* CIXIII, (April, 1939), p. 471.

^Theodore J. Krebs, "Vast Underdeveloped Economic
Frontier", American Economic Review, XXX. (Februarv. 19411.
p. 193.



TiiT99 palliatives are open for distributing
inoome; (1) Letting esEoess savings be put in more
plants and equipmentt to add capacity to already
unutilized or parly utilized plants, (2) Let excess
savings be put to work raising the American stan
dard of living by oommunity consumption projectsj
hospitalst vocational training, low cost housing,
parks, educational plants, etc# (3) Government invest
ment of excess savings in implements of death.^

She present Administration was willing to do none of

these in the first term in office, thou^ some of the

policies discussed seemed to indicate that all three of

the possibilities were under consideration.

If the opportunity of ohoosing investment possibil

ities is placed in the hands of the Government, it would be

possible to reduce the surplus by reducing savings, fhis

may be d(me by a process of taxation or increased wage

payments set by law with prices being kept low by govern

ment action. She present lend-spend administration policy

is attempting to solve a problem, which will become more

acute in the futxire as the population reaches its maxi-

mm size, by ̂ ergency methods* The solution has been

tuestloned by the thought that

Capitalist America, ̂ en it turned to planned
economy, devoted its interest minly to the consumers,
and the Roosevelt Administration did everything in
its power to raise standards of consumption of the
American people, whereas the growth of capital was
neglected, not to say treated with hostility.^

Ijbid*, p. 194.

^Gustav Casael, *^rom Protection to Planned Economy to
Dictatorship", International Conciliation, CGCIII, (October,
1934), p* 319. ~~
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"You canaot borrow your way out of dobt; but you

oaa inyest your wa^ into a sounder future#"^ is the way

President has stated the oase for unbalanoed budgets*

It is not the borrowing that is important, but the invest-

^nt* fhe Importaaoe of investment is twofold; first ,

beeause the surplus is redueed, thereby enabling the oon-

sumer to dejaand goods idiioh will start industrial aetivityt

and second, beeause proper investment will bring better

living standards to the idiole population.

The reason for the oross purpose between attempting

to balance the budget and spending and Investment by gov

ernment is clear*

Govejmamenta are in the process of becoming
inteimiadiaries between the ultimate saver and the
investment outlets, but the process of production
is still carried on by private enterprise* This
is neither Socialism in production nor even in
ownership of wealth. The Government is becoming
the investment banher. This is the ultimate sig
nificance of the great rise of Government debts
throughout the world* When one views the problem
in this manner the role of public debt and of
Goverment expenditure—not for current consump
tion, but for capital outlay®—indeed the whole
question teikes on a different asp001 from that
irtiioh it had in the nineteenth Century.^

These unbalanoed budgets are the basis for the feed

ing and clothing of those people whose only claim to the

goods of society is their ability to work for wages.

^Franklin P. Roosevelt, Public Papers, op. oit..
IVf sec* 173, {lovember 29, l^sS), p* 477

%lvin H. Hansen,
P* 310,

rery or stagnation, op.cit..



fhey are in a measure a redistribution of eooiety's

goods* But tbe problem is that without any ohangee in

distribution the same people who aooumulated the sur

pluses before will be in a favorable position to do so

a^in* The problem is a reourrent one unless the Gov*

ernment oontinues to stand at the gate and redivide

the goods so that all elasses of society will be able to

oonsume the goods produced.

How much more efficient the process would be for the

reinvestment in productive channels to be on the basis

of social need, rather than merely to redistribute the

small present output of a society which is produced for

maximum profit.

Although President Roosevelt would not accept the

fact that his policy of lendaspend was anything but a

temporary measure to feed and clothe people until busi

ness could get on its feet, the temporary policy has

continued because of political exigencies to suoh an

extent that to all intents and purposes it amy be con

sidered as a continuous government investment process,

Directly counter to it and operating to oheolc the effic

iency of suoh activity is the policy of balancing the

budget which would result in larger accumulations and

greater unemployment, if such balancing could be effected,

fo add to the confusion of this inconsistency thefifssin^



of oredit to onalJle tusiaess to taS^e up the tortured

task of carrying the Investment responalhillty for this

society has not served its purpose as the President had

anticipated# fhe hanking structure has had huge unused

reserves for potential credit relationships for years#

She present administration may well re-easamiae its

entire attitude toimrd saving and investment# A real*

istio view ORist accept ̂ ^at either spending must take

place or that deferred spending laust he reduced# If

deferred spending continues unahated» then puhlie spend

ing must distribute the claims for oonsomers goods to the

portion of the population without purchasing power* fhis

must he done heoauss production 11 not continue unless

past production is oonsumed#

If halanoed budgets are a virtue, savings imst he

reduced# There will he no method of absorbing such sav

ings unless the business elements of the conramity will

do the spending# This increase in private investment can

come, however, only as demand for consumer goods increases#

Consumer goods induetirles are depressed because of over

saving#



COHGLUSIOl

Tlw problems of reform and recovery, which the Boosovelt

Administre-tion has attempted to solve, reqiilre coordinated

and purposeful action in order that these ends might be ach

ieved. It may be that at certain times emergency action is

desirable, but to place the solutions to such difficult pro

blems upon a permanent emergency basis is to increase in

number the problems to be solved#

Piecemeal reforms which result in minor adjustments

'Without removing the causes of the depression have taken a

considerable portion of the effort of the administration.

This method has turned out to be

no revolution because it effected no enduring changes
in the class relations in American life. It started
out hopefully by attempting to allay class hostili
ties, it ends Ironically enough by making the cleav
age between classes more pronotmced than it had ever
been before. Agriculture was in a state of Tinrest,
an organized capital and an organized labor confronted
each other, like two hostile a^les, across the no-mans
land of government regulation.^

The basis for the cross purposes discovered in this study

is that policies which were attempted had not been grounded on

a logical \mderstending of. what effect these policies would

^Charles A, Beard. The Old Deal and the Mew. ou. cit..
p. 130.



have In the long mm.

With this In mind, the choss purpose which developed "be

tween "trust busting" and "trust boosting" has been that

even though the policies In the short run were aiming at

better distribution of the national Income, in the long run,

the results of the policies offset each other, "Trust bust

ing" was an old fashioned atomlzatlon of the big business.

It was made manifest by the attacks of the President upon

accumulation and economic power, the passage of the Securi

ties and Exchange Act, the Undistributed Profits Tax and In

creased Inheritance taxes, the demand for competition on

government bids, antitrust prosecutions In the courts, and by

government Induced Increases In purchasing power with attempts

to keep prices frcsa rising. The trust encouragement pro

gram sought by establishing a balance between production and

consumption to accomplish what the economic system was to

have done—establish a security and a stability for the na

tion, The policies which were to have done this were the

National Industrial Recovery Act which was to have enabled

businesses to organize Into cooperative trusts for the pur

pose of reducing production and raising prices, the Agricul

tural Adjustanent Act which gave the farmer the opportunity of

trustification for the purpose of reducing production and

raising prices, the Act for the regulation of the Oil Indus

try, the Guffy Coal Act, the development of the Idea of the



profit lien so that inefficient as well as efficient produce

era were entitled to a fair return on their investment and it

fair profit, and the Bankruptcy Act which was to have re

tarded the deflation of corporate banlcruptcy. All of the

actions taken in the short run were adjustments made when the

occasion for such adjustments "became necessaiy. But defin

itely these were at cross purposes in the long run.

In the closed economy and the promotion of international

trade the immediate needs were the consideration upon which

the cross purpose wore justified, it is In this portion of

the policies that the gTOatest amount of experimentation has

taken place. There was attempted in the building of the

closed econony the insulation of the American econcMic syst^n

from disturbing effects of the entrance of foreign goods into

American market. This was to be accomplished by subsidi*

zation for the ptirpose of reducing production and raising

prices, by increasing trade restrictions and making possible

the increase in American tariff rates, by the establishment

of fluctuating money with which the suipluses were to be dump

ed abroad, and by a geneiwil trend toward self-stiffieiency.

These were all short run measures to enable the balenee be

tween ability to consume and to produce to be established and

maintained. There was a promotion of foreign trade also,

lot juat to dump surpluses but to try to understand the pro

blems of the other countries when trade relations were being

formed. The promotion of foreign trade took the foimi of



reciprocal trade agreements with the maintenance of the most

favored nation clause in the agreements, the return of the

United States to a fixed gold content dollar and the estab

lishing of a stabilization fund for the purpose of maintain

ing oonvertability into the leading foreign currencies, the

establishment of export-import bahfes, and the development of

the international outlook. The cross purpose of such actions

can only be justified on the basis of political expediency.

There is not even the hidden philosophical differences which

were to be found in ttm "trust boosting" and "trust busting"

cross purpose.

Reduction of farm surpluses and the back-to-the farm

movement show the mental struggle between accepting the hard

facts of an overexpanded agriculture and the idealization of

the rural environment. In spite of the fact that the farm

has proven itself to be neither a cradle of democratic thought

nor a place where inventive genius abounds the President

still turns to the land as a solution to the problem of over

crowded cities. The thought is that no one starves on a

farm, that getting back to the soil will enable the people to

work out their own problems. This belief does not consider

the efficiency of production which has been built up in the

United States. It substitutes for the efficient producer of

food products the inefficient subsistence farm. The produc

tive capacity of a portion of the American farmers is so

great that it is possible for half the farm population to be



withd3?awn from produetion and production to be cut by only

slightly more than ten per cent* Th® proposal of surplus re

duction Includes the support of twice as many farmers as

could profitably remain on their farms if market conditions

were allowed to operate. Simultaneously we are cutting down

on farm prices and buying power of the faimers by Tnaktng it

possible for a portion of tlas population to raise a part of

its own food supply*

The president's proposals to balance the budget and to

continue governmental spending are the last of the cross pur

poses discussed in this study. One of the implications of

balanced budgets is that private industry can take over the

task of investment if the goveiument makes the field of in

vestments attractive enough. This Includes building up bus

iness confidence and freeing of credit facilities so that if

business desires to borrow, that borrowing will be easy* The

otl^r implication is that tli© amounts of savings can be re

duced by lowering the Interest rate* With the balanced bud

get the government places full faith in the ability of busin

ess to accomplish this difficult task of finding the invest

ment need and being willing to make the investment in spite of

the fact that the population is no longer growing as rapidly

as previously and the producer is placed thereby into a

buyers market* The point of view that investment will be dif

ficult to find and that it will not show tdae profits which

private investers demand for investmeiit is the one from which



tharo follows th® id«a of continued govemraent spending. The

President although he has let himself be driven into the po

sition of spending has never said that he believes in con

tinuous spending althoxigh for all practical purposes such has

been developing and the budget does not show signs of being

balanced for soa^ tiiM to come. The President has supported

another phase of this concept} he does not want investment by

private industry which will over build the plant and cause

another depression. He has also supported the idea of the

multiplier by which government spending will increase the

national inocHae by much mor^ than the amount spent. The

cross purpose of balancing the budget and continual govern

ment investment is based on the fact that Mr, Roosevelt be

lieves that biisineas can absorb the surplus by higher wages

and smaller production, but he desires that people shall not

starve and government spending takes place for that reason.

In order not to upset the balance and keep business confl- —

dence which is now leaning heavily on government spending, a

continued spending program can be expected. The question

boils down to whether savings shall be reduced, whether spend

ing can be lnc2?eased, and whether investment can continue at

a high level in our present system of economies.

The general discussion of the cross purposes centers ar

ound the concept of overproduction. If the acceptance of an

era of abundance makes any difference in the thinking of Pre

sident Roosevelt it is shown by the :^ct that he is contin-



ually seeing the vast overproduction of goods which he has

termed "scarcity in the midst of plenty". At the same time

tlmt Iwi believes in an era of plenty h® ««es large portions

of our population in dire need and In order to attesipt to

supply them it Is necessary that a concept of scarcity enter

Into his thinking. There seems to be no attempt to under*

stand that the system of the distribution of the national in

come into the various shares may be at fatHt. Since the par

ticular method of solving problems for Mr. Roosevelt is to

wait \mtil they arise, there is no attempt to prevent maldis*

tribution of the naticmal income. The President would rather

have the govemB^nt correct the raaldistrlbuticn after it has

taken place•

Whereas to accept the present level of productive effort

is to condemn vast portions of our populations to perpetual

poverty, a preventive measure against maldistribution of

national income would enable industry to increase production

to amply supply with conaumea?s* goods the entire population.

These preventive measures would include government investment

in less profitable but socially desiruble activities and tdie

development of wider ability to buy so that the consumers

goods industries will be stimulated and the number of consum

ers goods available to the public at lowest cost will be in-

freasedt This would foster the fundamental ends of the econ

omic system.



Th» dlstrlbutlcaa of tla© national Incoffle into shares ao*

cording to the function performed has become a problem again

st which President Roosevelt has struggled, "The distribution

of income must contain a fair share to the factors of pro

duction whether their function is performed at all. This is

because it is traditional that profits and interest shall be

paid and the President believes timt a continuation of this

practice is a method of preserving existing relationships.

The need for payment to the entrepMneur has been lar

gely eliminated by the process of widely held corporate stock

certificates with the control gathered into the of a

few individuals. The main conoem of these people is the

manipulation of the value of their equity holdings. Their

interest in production is secondary to the effect of such

production upon the value of the equity holding, it may be

that additional production would reduce j^ither than enhance

the value of such certificates of control. Administrators

are engaged for the task of producing goods in these corpoi*-

ate enterprises. It is they who make the decisions as to how

the industrial plant shall be run in the most efficient man

ner. The need for payment for waiting power has disappeared

because capital surplvua appears without payment as Incoim&s

inorease. Certain groups in the higher inccaa# brackets re

tain a suz^lus not because of the expected return upon in

vestment » but because they do not purchase consumers goods

with all their incomes. This is the case today# Iven though



there &ra no profitable Inveatment ontleta the surpltie con-

times to be maintained even against the direct shock of an

unfavorable attitude on such deferred spending by the govern-

B^nt,

With the Insistence of the President that these factors

of production shall receive their shares unchanged from the

past, it may be seen that any experimentation includes this

thought, Roosevelt has offered action and constant experi

mentation, it is true, but, unlike scientific experimentation

Ms working hypotheses wore vague, if formulated at all. The

apparatus {in this case the boards, commissions, and adminis

trative actions} which he has set up for his experiments are

so politically valuable,and he has had to defend them with

such seal^ that if the experiment proved umuocessful the

apparatus centimes to stand and operate even though a new

experiment is tried to undo the effects which the unsuccess

ful experiment continues to produce.

Mr. Jacob Viner has suggested that,

if much of the array of governmental encouragement
to monopoly could be removed, or where removal was
impractical# if Government regulation were directed
to foster cyllcal patterns of price behavior follow
ing the competitive pattern, the chief product of
monopoly, the price inflexibility problem, would
shrink to easily tolerable dimensions.^

The recognition of monopoly price as an important factor in

•Jacob Viner, 0£, cit,, p, 5,



the depressed condition of the eeonoB^y la one of the problems

that President Roosevelt saw, but tried to solve by old fash«

ioned "trust busting". The suggestion is tot

Consider some of the elements in the prevailing
pattern of government relatlmship to monopoly and
price inflexibility. Promiscuous issue of wide
open corporate charters by the states| until within
the last year or two slack aiKi faint hearted en
forcement of the antitrust laws, already gutted by
court sabotagej protection of monopolistic price
stSTuctures by Federal tariff! positive encourage
ment of monopolistic price practices by legislation,
such as the National Indtistrial Recovery Act, The
Webb-P<mierene Act, The Cuffy Coal Act! so called
fair trade laws which compel businessmen to act as
if they were monopolists even if they wish not toj
concealed protection of monopoly by doctored and
other ordinances! tacit encouragement to monopoly
through acceptance in Government contracts, sys
tematically, and without protest of identical bids
and of list prices higher then oven the monopolists
can obtain In what remains of the open market! ap
proval and even enforcement, for regulated indus
tries, such as railroads, of rate policies which
make rates behave even more preversely, as far as
cyclical fluctuation is concerned, tlmn the prices
of imregulated monopolies! encouragement to and
protection of labor monopolies! deliberate school
ing of agriculture in the pleasui^ and profit of
monopolistic behavior,

This is a miggeetion to foster business cycles rather

than suppress them. When business cycles are suppressed the

advocates of this kind of reasoning feel that thej^ is lost

the beneficial catharsis of iixefficlent plants and superabun

dant debt debris* This suggestion at least has consistency.

It believes In "trust busting". In increasing foreign trade,

in letting the farm problem work ItseXf out within the price

^Viner, 0£, oit,, pp. 5-6,



structttj^e, aad In a balanoad budget with private investment

as the key to recovery* Had this method of solving the pro*

blem of the depression been followed the govemiiMsnt activity

wotild at least hav© been an effort pullliag In one direction

instead of at cross purposes.

Or if the decision to accept the opposite point of view

would have been accepted tiie '"trust boosting'' idea together

with the reduction of farm surplussest the establisiBient of

a closed eeoaoiriy and a policy of continual governmental

spending would have consistently pulled In the direction of

promoting recovery#

President Eoosevelt accepts the idea that the assump*

tions of free competition are worn out« that the economic

system does not work that way, but he will not forego the

exercise of the power he holds in his giaap to discoumge

monopoly. The discussion above seems to indicate that the

cross purposes from the lack of systematic thought have

Insulted in the oontijfiuation ©f the present depression.

i'
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